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Recent trends in Juvenile fiction indicate that, authors deem it
increasingly necessary and liqiortant to publish literature with the pur*
post of acquainting children of this country vlth the life and customs of
other peoples. There has been an increasing interest on the part of edu^
eators and leaders in promoting better intercultural relations between
this nation and others, and it is the theory of many that this desirable
relationship can develop only as a result of sound, basic, knowledge and
understanding Of the cultures Of other peoples.
Perhaps one of the best ways to avoid the recurrence of prejudice
and conflict among natlohs is to introduce to the youth of each country
the life and custons of the other. Since childhood is the most crucial
*
period in the building of human understanding, it is ijqperatlve that youth
receive aid in building idiolesome, friendly attitudes toward other people
and an appreciation of the life and customs of other groups so that they
may learn to live together harmozU.ously.
Several.approaches have been suggested and used as means to aid
children in altaining intercultural understanding* Typical of these r.ap*
preaches has been the use of story hours, pen-clubs and displays} but
basic to the progress and success of many of these aciivlties has been
the use of books written about children of other lands. The vicarious
experiences which children gain from reading books which give an accurate
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picture of Yarlous phases of life and of other children are indispensable
in building proper concepts of people.
Reading about people is then an unq\iestionable aeans of developing
and promoting good intercultural relations. The Intergroup Education Fro-
ject of the American Council on Education directed hj Hilda Taba has con¬
sidered books as a means of developing an appreciation of common needs and
values of bthers and as a means of sensitising young people to differences
of opportunity, cultural values and expectations.^
Evezy type of reading material about a groiq> of people of different
culture to iMeh children have access may influence their attitudes and
mental adjustments. Consideration should then be given to the types of
books which portray people of different cultural groups. This is am im¬
portant in books of fiction as in non-fiction, primarily because the story
and characters in the books of fiction often create a very vivid Impression
and influence behavior and attitudes of children toward the group presented.
The stories depleting other grovps should be carefully selected and
appraised in terns of conditioning results to the child's mind. There is
a greater opportunity to use books to help build better human relations if
the material presents true-to-fact pictures of the peoples in other lands.
Books without this pertinent, factual data cannot help but establish a
basic understanding and appreciation of others. The books which are inac¬
curate as to content, containing erroneous facts, si^porting undesirable
stereotypes, or creating misconceptions shottld not be utilized as free
reading materials by children.
^Hllda Taba. Reading^ddera.for ■Human Relations. Work in Pro¬
gress Series, Intergroup Education in Cooperating Schools. (Vashlngtont
American Council on Education, 1947), p. 1.
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Th« child can, hovevar, uaa thoae fiction books which accurately
portray a particular country to aid in understanding the life and custons
of that country. An examination of the content of reading material or In-
tercultural relations, both fiction and non-flctlon books. Is liiQ)eratlTe.
Therefore, this study is being made to ascertain the extent to which life
and customs of Mexico are accurately portrayed In the contents of a -select¬
ed number of Juxenile fiction books. A similar study on Chinese life and
customs was conducted by Franelne Jackson.^
Purpose and Scone
Because of the adjacent location of Mexico to the ^ted States
and the develoimients that have occurred In communications drawing us closer
together, a sti»3y of the manner In which Mexican life and customs Is pre¬
sented to American children is significant. Mexican life and customs are
presented in Tarlons ways In books of jwrenlle fiction. The descriptions
may be distorted and exaggerated or factual and realistic. Therefore, the
purpose of this study Is to analyze the portrayal of Mexican life and cus¬
toms In jurenile fiction written by Amrican authors, published from 1936
to 1949 and recommended for children from pre-school age through twelve
-U. ^
years of age.
Besponses of persons who have lived in or studied the geography,
the cultiare and the characteristics of the people of other countries have
been recoirded and used as a nucleus for many stories.. Other writers have
secured their information from secondary sources. au awareness of
this fact, this study will also include brief biographical sketches of the
S^anclne Laurette Jackson. "A Study of Juvenile Fiction on
Chinese Life and Customs Published 1945-49.* Unpublished Master's Thesis.
School of Library Service, Atlanta University, 1951.
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authors of the Juvenile fletiim books to ascertain vhat factors sotiTated
the writing of the children's book on Mexico and whether the isfonation
is the result of personal observation or derived from secondary sources.
Definite conclusions can be Bade as to the qualifications of the authors
to write on the particular subject.
Definitions
"Juvenile" as used in this study has reference tp children from
pre-school to twelve years of age. The term "customs" refers to the ha¬
bits of dress, food, celebrations and holidays, marriage and burial cus¬
toms and superstitions, ^y "life" is meant the religion, art, government,
architecture, music, occupations and physical features of the country.
"Mexican" here refers to a native inhabitant of tfexico or a person of
Mexican descent living elsewhere.
tfethodology
In order to secure an accurate interpretation of Mexico and her
people, several books and other materials containing factual data on Mexi¬
co were carefully read. Two of the works which are on the reading level
of children, were chosen as the sources from which to secure the factual
material. The contents of the selected fiction books were compared with
this factual data to determine the extent to idiich Uiese juvenile fiction
books portray a factual, realistic picture of Mexican life and customs to
children.
Twenty-two juvenile fiction books, published in Aaerica between
1936 and 1949 were selected for this study. These titles were secured
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from the Basle Book Collection for Elementary Sehoola.^ the Children's
Cfltalggy^ figatog,.U44grg for.HmaB. Bslationg^^ and Tarlous publishers>
catalogs. The two works used to secure the factual material were The
World - Boglt Jncyglopedia and IoHBgJl0glC0» ^7 Anne Merrlman Peck.^
Eleven distinct elements representing Mexican life and customs
were chosen on the basis of the treatment In the factual sources and their
Inclusion in the fiction books. These elements aret (1) holidays and cel*
ebratlons, (2) religion, (3) dress, (4) education, (5).architecture, (6)
food, (7) market, (8) physical features and climate, (9) transportation,
(10) occupations, (11) siesta. The factual material was assimilated and
correspondingly placed with the chosen elements.
After each fiction book had been read and briefly annotated, it
was carefully analysed, using the 11 elements as a basis for the analysis,
the treatment of each element in the fiction books was then recorded and
Caspared with the presentation in the factual material representing the
corresponding element.
4 table was made to specify the areas in life and customs that
were treated In detail and those that were merely mentioned or referred
to occasionally. This ^ble indicates those books which adequately treat -
Mexidan life and customs or those customs which are.most frequently written
about.
^American Ubrary Association, Basie,Book Colleetion for Elementary
Grades (New York: American Library Association, 1943).
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ChildrenCatalog, ed. by Ruth Giles,' Dorothy Cook and Dorothy
Vest (New lorkt H. V. Vilson Co., 1951).
3''American Council on Education, SgftdlBg Laddgrg .£or..HNffifln Relfltlgng
(Washington: American Council on Education, 1947).
^Anne Merrlman Peck, Young Mexico (New York: Robert McBride, 1934).
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The weaknesses and fallacies, as well as the cora&endable qualities
of each of the books used in this studj, were pointed out. This increases
the use of the study as an aid la selecting books on Ifexlcan life and cus*
tons for children
CHAPTER II
A FACTUAL DESCRIPTION OF MEXICAN LIFE AND CUSTOMS
MexloaB culture is « fascinating one* It foresents a picture of
people, life and custoos that is yastlj different from ours* It is a
land of contrasts fr<» the snov^apped mountain peaks to the tropical
jungles and from the modern, sophisticated city people to the prlmltiTe
Indians who cleave to their ancient customs* The differences between
our country and theirs, however, should serve to make each one more in*
teresting to the other*
In order that one may profit by an acquaintance with and an un*
derstandlng of Mexican life and customs, the following information is im¬
portant. This factual information is also significant to the study in or¬





Mexican people are generally courteous, simple people with very
leisurely ways". %ey are a people of mixed races in which the Indian ele¬
ment is the strongest* Hardly one person la a.hundred is foreign born,
and there are few tfexlcans who have no Indian blood in their veins* It is
claimed that not more than one in thirty is wholly >Mte; that less than
one-fourth of the people can reasonably claim to be all Indian; and that
three out of four Mexicans are more Indian than \dilte*. Ifexleo is thus a
7
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eolleetion of peoples, some Ter7 lodian, some much less so.^ The people
of mixed blood are called "mestizo" and lixe mo8tl7 in small tovns and the
Indians are usually found living in scattered. Isolated villages. There
2 ■
are fifty Indian tribes listed offioially in Mexico.
With the mingling of \Mte and Indian blood in most of Mexico the
people have beecane one and are known as "Mexlccms;" however, in many sec¬
tions the Indians have maintained their separate identity and prefer not
to associate with other groins. They cling to their own individual lan¬
guage, costume and customs.
Because the Indians of Mexico are descended from a large number
of tribes, they differ considerably in physical and mental characteristics;
however, they usually have dark or brownish complexions and very dark,
straight hair and dark eyes. They are slight in stature but sturdy and
O I
muscular.'^
Figures show that the population has grown slowly but it is prac¬
tically impossible to obtain a correct census becatise niany of the Indians
living deep in the Jungles are never counted. However, according to the
1950 census, the total reported population of )fexico is 25,564,218 and the
density, 33.6 persons per square mile. The distribution is about 35 per
cent urban and 65 per cent rural. Indians constitute about 16 per cent
of the total population.^




Charles Morris, The Story of Mexieq (New lorkt L. T. Ifyers Co.,
19U), p. 40.
^Harry Hansen (ed.), Wttrtd Atoanag.,aBd-Boalt, OfJfftttta (New Torkt




Although it is opoken very differently front that epoken in Spain^
Spanish is the offlelal language of Mexleo, but there are as Kany dialects
throughout the country as there are tribes, lln some areas the dialect has
become so varied that in the market places where people borne from all sec¬
tions to sell their wares, langtiages as different as English is from
Chinese may be heard.
Phvaleiil Featorea i^nd
Mezleo is a hom-shaped country that Joins North and Central Amer¬
ica together. Its northwestern tip, bordering California, lies a little
north of northern Florida. The southernmost point, on the boundary which
MexLeo shares with its neighbor, Guatemala, is farther south than the is¬
land of Jamaica. Attached to the northwest corner is Lower (Baja) Cali¬
fornia, a long finger-shaped strip of land, jutting southeastward into
the Pacific Ocean. The smaller and lower end of Mexleo narrows at the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec. At its narrowest point it is only 134 miles wide.
Near the Isthmus the land begins to curve northeastward, forming the low,
flat, limestone pennisula of luoatan. Here the eastern edge of Mexico
touches a third neighbor, British Honduras. The border between Mexleo
and the IMted States is 1,800 miles long. Mexico's Pacific Coast (about
4,500 miles) is much longer than its Gulf of Mexico Coast (about 1,800
miles), because of the eastward curving of the horn of land, and because
the northern border slants southeastward.^
The area of Mexleo is about one-fourth that of the United States.
Mexico,is nearly three times as large as Texas, fotir times the size of
Spain, and about four times that of the six Central American republics
SiOElOsokf Sfi. P* 4986
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combined. The northern half of Mexico is largely desert. The seren
northern states and the territories of lover California consist of a lit¬
tle over one-half of all the area of the country. Only 17 per cent of
the people lire there, or about two or three to each square mile.^
Four very distinct areas of Mexico are the Central Plateau, Trop¬
ical Mexieo, the Cold Land, and the Temperate Land. The Central Plateau,
vith its high altitude, is the most healthful part of Mexico. It is oom-
paratiToly small in area, yet most of the Mexican population is concen¬
trated in this tableland.
Tropical Mexico consists of the narrow, fertile, lovland plildns
located along the coast lines. It is vell-vatered and suitable for crop
raising in some places, but in many other sections it is swampy and a
breeding place for disease-bearing insects; hence, it is sparsely popu¬
lated. Due to its very hot climate it is referred to as the "tierra
caliente.*
The Cold Land or "tierra fria" Is very high above sea level and
in spite of its name the te]^>erature never drops so low that it becomes
extremely cold. The Temperate Land, the "tierra templada," as the name
implies, has very mild climate and includes part of the Central Plateau.
The Mexican volcanoes are an outstanding feature of Mexico^sto-
pograpl^. The best known are the "Twin Volcanoes" and Popocatepetl or
"Popo" as its commonly referred to. Ixtaclhuati idiich is popularly known
as the "White Woman" or "Sleeping Lady" is one that is inactive. Several
of the volcanoes located in southera Mexieo have errtq>ted causing mild
earthquakes from time to time.




On the vhole Mexico le a dry eountrj) but there are a few salty,
drained lakes In the Valley of Mexico* Lake Chapala la the largest and
Lake Patzctiro Is perhaps the i&ost beautiful as well as one of the most
navigable ones on the imerlcan continent. Most of Mexlco^s rivers are
very short and \msultable for navigation; however, there are a few navi¬
gable ones such as the Panuco River vhich en^tles Into the Gulf of Mexico.
In addition to Its lakes and rivers there are hot springs and mineral
springs scattered throughout Mexico.^
Mornings and evenings throughout the year are cool and even chilly
In certain parts of Mexico. In contrast to this some parts are temperate
with constantly mild climate; however, very seldom are there great fluc¬
tuations In the'climate. The average temperature In Mexico during May,
the warmest month. Is 60 degrees Fahrenheit. During December, the coldest
month, the temperature Is approxlutely 53 degrees Fahrenheit. Instead
of having four seasons, Mexico has only two, the rainy season and the
dry. The rainy season lasts from about May to September; the dry season
extends from October to April. The average ralnfaU for the entire coun¬
try Is nearly sixty Inches a year. In -^e desert region of the north,
there Is little rain at any season.
Government
The history of Mexico presents the story of her long, hard strug¬
gle to become a republic which began In 1810 Adxen a seemingly Insignifi¬




World Book, Qfi* fiii*, P. 4988.
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against their Spanish oppressors. Much bloodshed and suffering followed
during the years from 1810 to 1917 idien the Mexican people were ylotorlous
and the new Mexican constitution was adopted under \Meh the country still
operates.
With the establishment of the Republic, the twentyeight states of
Mexico were organized into a federal government which was then divided in¬
to three branches. Judicial, legislative, and executive. This organiza¬
tion is very similar to that of the United States; however, the powers of
the central government over those of the states are very much greater than
in the United States.
The president of Mexico is elected by the people by direct vote.
His term in office lasts fotir years, and he cannot serve two terms in* suc¬
cession. There are no provisions for a vice-president, but there is a
council ccmposed of the ministerles and department heads which assist the
president. The reqtiirements for voting are eighteen years of age and an
honorable means of livelihood for married men and twenty-one years of age
and honorable employment for unmarried men. Sufferage rights have boen
granted to women recently. This is an indication of the rising status of
women.
The legislative branch of the government consists of two houses,
a senate, and a chamber of deputies in which there, are fifty-eight sena¬
tors, two from each state and two from the federal district, elected for
six years. The Judicial branch includes a supreme court, district and
circuit courts. Criminal cases are handled by a board of specialists idio
rec<MBmend the penalty to be Imposed on the offender.
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Ocettpatlona
The najorlty of the people of Mexico derive their living from the
eoll.^ Most of them still eaqploy primitive methods, using wooden plows
and other eimde Implements to enltlvate the soil, Althoogh the government
has done much In recent years to aid the farmer and to teach him modem,
scientific methods of farming, the majority of them still have no knowledge
of how to enrich the soil and reap highly profitable harvests.
There Is also the Industrialised Mexico with factories, mines, and
mills. The country has a wealth ef raw materials, and although manufac¬
turing has been hampered to a great extent by natural conditions, one of
idileh Is the lack of water power, there Is still some' production of factory
made products, ikmong some of the manufactured products are pottery, tinware,
silver Jewelry, shoes, woolen goods, and glassware. Some Ifexlcans are em¬
ployed la the factories; others make similar products In their homes. Even
the children are taught these skills at vexy early agei Mexicans are also
noted for thelic sculpturing, embroidering, basketry^ lacquer ware, and
leatherwork. The ancient art of making things by hand has been well pre-
*
served.
Other vOocupatlons In which Mexicans are engaged are legging^ cat-,
t
tie raising, the rubber Industry, sugar plantations, and mining.
Mtglsa
Most Mexicans are Catholics. They were converted from their heath¬




entered Mexico with the Spanish conquerors oxer four-hundred years ago.
Many of the peasants, however, are still influenced by the beliefs of some
of their Indian ancestors, and many of the celebrations held in the name
of the church contain some elements of ancient pagan ceremonies. Christ-
mad, Easter, and All Saint's Day all of which are religious holidays, are
celebrated with fiestas, including dancing^ riotious gaiety and noisemak¬
ing, idiich signify religious devotion.
The church is administered by three archbishops and is a very in¬
fluential factor in the lives of the Mexican people. Although it is not
allowed to participate in polities, its influence can be seen through the
massive cathedrals, monastaries and shrines in which all Mexicans, both
peasants and those of the tq)per classes, take great pride.^
Education
The school in Mexico is an Innovation. For many years there was
no provision made for educating the masses of the people. The wealthy
Mexicans sent their children abroad to attend school, but the majority of
the population remained ignorant. This continued imtll a far-sighted
group of leaders realised that without literate people who spoke a common
language, Mexico could never become unified and achieve success as a re¬
public. Therefore, they adopted the cause and campaigned for schools and
ccmipulsory laws of education.
Schooling in Mexico does much more than teach the people to read
and write. The need for more than mere formal education is felt) there¬
fore, hygiene, marketing and piq>ll farming, physical ctilture and other
things that aid in better living are taiight. There are trade and
P. 4994
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agrlcTiltural schools, colleges and nnlyersltles; but none of these serve
the people in isolated villages and towns. A group of aen and voaen idio
have devoted themselves to this cause are referred to. as "ulsslonarj
teachers” and have established schools In many of these remote placets.
There are also cultural missions set vap In centrally located towns so that
teachers from various villages might attend during their vacation months
and keep abreast of things that will help their pupils achieve a health¬
ier, happier life,^
IssL
The food of the Mexican people is an extremely interesting topic.
Perhaps the most outstanding eharacterlstlo of Mexican food Is Its highly
seasoned quality. White milk, com bread, wheat bread and meat comprise
the largest portion of the worker's food. When combined and prepared to
form very attractive dishes they become the food of the wealthy people.
The "tamale* is probably the most Internationally known Mexican dish. It
Is made from maize or Indian eoim iMch is called the "Mexican staff of
life." The corn is softened with lime water, boiled and then ground into
a meal. Qy stirring this meal into boiling water, "atloe," a thick gruel
is made. This Is then wrapped around pork or chicken and boiled In corn
husks to become the delicious "tamale."
This same corn meal dough with seasonings or fat added to It and
then fried:.or cooked differently from the tamale is called "enchllades," .
"tacos,” or^^tostados,” depending tq>on the manner In which It Is prepared.
"Frljoles" are boiled black beans which are eaten with "tortillas," the
national ps>try of Mexico. "Tortillas,” are made by grinding grains of
Veek, £&• fill* y P* 122.
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corn on a aiaall flat atone object then soaking the grain in lime water.
Thin cakes of the vet meal are then fried on a hot sheet of tin aboTO a
charcoal fire in the dooryard.^
Mexico City boasts of her bakery products; in fact, the bread is
tasty and ^olesome throughout Ifexieo. The "pan dulce" or sweet breads
shaped in yarious small forms and sprinkled with sugar are delicious but
are eaten mostly anong the wealthy class.
"Tortillas" and "frljoles" are more widely used than any other
food and these same dishes cooked in yarious ways are eaten practically
eyery day for eyery meal. Black coffee, onions, tomatoes, fruit, honey,
squash and sweet potatoes are included la the diet of some country people.
The most popular holiday dish among all classes Is turkey or "mole de
guajolote* tastily prepared with « mauce from chocolate, chili, spices
and sesame seeds.
In the "hot country" or "tlerra eallente" of the coast, mangoes,
pineapple, and other tropical fruits grow abundantly. The famous tortilla
is eaten Ih this region also but the people here yary their diet with
shark meat, other tropical fish, and stews of deer meat.
A rich, foamy drink, "chocolatl* made from cocoa beans is enjoyed
by all Mexicans, but rural people drink it more frequently than the town-
folk who prefer goatsmilk. Another fayorlte drink is "pulque" AMeh is
considered the national beyerage. It is deriyed from the "manguey" plant
which is a large plant with a huge flower stalk. From this flower stalk a
drink is drained that is sweet tasting and haarmless when fresh ^om the
^rld..,PttOkf fiB* fiii* > P« 4992.
p. 4992.
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plant but potent and alcoholic \dien fermented. From the leaves of the
versatile "mangnaj” plant, thatched roofs for hats are made, also baskets,
mats, ropes, washcloths, and even pot cleaners which are woven bjr the pea¬
sants.
Dress
Native Ifexican dress is characterized by gracefol line and single
design. Many Mexicans, especially those in Mexico City, wear factory made
clothes of American style. There are ethers, osaally the peasants or lower
class who wear the traditional or "folk costume* %Mch is often home-made.
Peasant costumes vary with locality and climate, but iMte cotton trousers
and a loose shirt or blouse of cotton, worn outside the pants, a wide
brimmed hat or "sombrero* and sandals of straps called "huraches* usually
constitute the man's costume.
The usual dress of the Mexican woman consists of a white blouse s^d
a vide, colorful long skirt. Most often she is without shoes and is bare¬
headed but may wear a slzqple shawl or "rebozo* which she drapes arotmd her
form so that it lies gracefully and naturally. This rebozo is an unusually
serviceable garment in that a small child can be wrapped snugly in it and
carried on his mother's back.^ The little girls are often replicas of
their mothers %rlth rebozos twisted around their heads and shoulders. The
boys go bareheaded and also wear cotton clothes and sombreros like their
fathers.
In the plateau villages the Indians wrap themselves in blankets
commonly known as "serapes." In the valley and mountain towns the dress
Anne Herriman Peek, Yopng Mexico (New Torkt Robert M. McBride Co.,
1934), p. U3.
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is praetloallj' th« same, but la the hot eoimtr7 and tropical towns the dress
is different. Here the women wear embroidered blouses with colorful skirts
that have deep lace flounces or ruffles at the bottom. They too, are usual¬
ly barefoot and may be seen walking gracefully along with big bowls of fruit
balanced on their heads. The Tezy young children wear no clothes, and the
older boys and girls wear very few. The same type of white cotton pants
is worn hf the men in this tropical section, but they are short Instead of
long as eharacterlstie of those worn in the walley.
The "Charre Suit* and the "China Problana* are called the national
costumes of MexLeo but are seldom worn by the common people. The China
Foblana or "Chinese Girl of the Puebla" costume consists of a full red and
green skirt, spangled with seqtilns and beads. It has a white blouse, em¬
broidered about the neck, short sleoTes and a silk shawl. The matching
men*s costume or "Charro Suit" has a doeskin bolero or short Jacket and
tight doeskin breeches with gold or silver buttons down the outside of
the leg. A flowing tie, sombrero and spurred boots eoiBq)lete the costtime.^
The ChazTos were the original Mexican cowboys, but now they are known as
members of the zqiper-elass Mexican Charro Association, idiose purpose it
is to preserve the proud skill of the old-time Mexican horsemanship. A
band of them may be seen riding through Chapultepec Park in Mexico City on
holidays and bright Sunday mornings.
Burial Customs
The funeral of a comrade or the remembrance of the dead is an oc¬
casion for a fiesta among the villagers.^ Mexicans feel that death is the
^orld Bookf sp. pjji., p. 4992.
^eck, fip. p. 39.
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longed-for release from the unhappiness experienced during life on earth.
A corpse becomes an object of vonder to his former companions who think
that he has gone direetl7 to heaven. The funeral procession begins at the
home and proceeds to the cemetarj with the flover-fiUed coffin being
borne iq>on the shoulders of men of the village. It it is the body of a
child, his favorite toys are placed in the coffin also.
Following the coffin are members of the community carrying lighted
candles and flowers. Music is provided by a guitarist or fiddler who might
be a shopkeeper who has closed his business to render this service and to
enjoy the celebration. The people are not in a sad mood, nor are they
fearful; instead they are cheerful and excited. Funerals are an opportun¬
ity for the ceremony and drama vlaich. the Mexican people love, just as much
as a wedding or a Saint's Day. Often, children and young people celebrate
the death of their friends and relatives several times a year for many
years.
Holidays and Celebrations
Mexicans are a fun loving people; in fact, the entire year in Mexi¬
co is practically a procession of fiestas and celebrations aeeoiq>anied by
fireworks and noisemaking. According to their history the Mexicans have
always worshiped their gods by festivals of song and flowers and although
they have been converted to Christianity, some elements of their eld ways
of worship are evidenced in their traditional holidays and celebrations.
Yillagers can always present a reason for a small, local holiday, but some
of the most ii^rtant holidays are those honoring patron saints and na¬
tional holidays or church days. Each of these is celebrated throughout
Mexico by riotious color, excitement and hilarious merrymaking.
The fiesta is considered the Most delightful form of entertainment
20
in Mexico. It if a combination of worship, trade, art and fun. In aany
ways it corresponds to our own county fair or street carnival. Many fies**
tas are held every year, but those in honor of the patron saint of each
town or village are perhaps the most iiq^rtant ones. The Day of Our Lady
of Guadalupe, the twelfth of December is a national holiday. It commemo¬
rates an Indian Virgin, a legendary figure iMch stqoposedly appeared to an
humble peasant, Juan Diego, instructing him to build a shrine to her on
the hill of Tepeyae iMeh is located near Mexico City. She is considered
the patron saint of all Mezleo; therefore, this celebration is a national
custom. The dancing at this fiesta, as at all others, has religious sig¬
nificance.^
The Posada Party idiich occurs during the nine days and nights pre¬
ceding Christmas is traditional in all parts of Mexico. Some old Spanish
customs such as the "Pinatsjar* filled with goodies ure mingled with the
native Mexican idea of commemorailng the journey of Mary and Joseph from
Nasareth to Bethlehem. Posada means lodging,^ and,the story of how the
weary travelers asked for shelter without success until they found the
stable in Bethlehem. The religious meaning of Christmas is mixed with fun
at these curious parties. They are neighborly affairs given by groups of
fjrlends in successive houses, for it is compulsory that each family con¬
forms to the custom of having a party each of the niiiet nights immediately
2
before Christmas.
Twelfth Night or the Day of tbe Three Kings is especially important
fiB* P* 5002.
2
Peck, SB. fiU.f P. 6
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for tho children of Mexico. On this night, Januarj sixth, their shoes are
placed out to be filled vlth tojs. This corresponds to our Aneriean custom
of the Christmas tree.
Days giTen over to honoring the dead are All Saint's Day and All
Soul's Day tddch are obserred the first and second of November, respective¬
ly. These tvo days are together knovn as the Day of the Dead. To Mexicans
death is sometliing Bgrsterioiis and dramatic but nothing to be feared or
dreaded; therefore, this day provides another oeoaslon for a fiesta. On
All Soul's Day and All Saint's Day, all of the villagers help to decorate
the graves of the dead. .Cakes, candies and toys are made in the shapes of
skulls, skeletons, and coffins. This celebration, though it may seem
weird to us, is based on the Mexican belief that the dead reappear as
flriends rather than as ghosts.
The Mexican Independence Day which is the sixteenth of September
commemorates the day that the great patriot Hildago.led his people in re¬
bellion against the Spanish. On the night of September fifteenth the pres¬
ident of the Mexican Republic rings a bell and repeats the "Grlto de
Dolores* or the Cry of Hlldago. This holiday is always a colorful and gay
occasion with thotisands of bright lights, especially red, idxlte and green
which are colors of the Mexican flag.^
Other times of great celebration are Holy Week and Easter. For
Easter the shops and markets have lambs for sale made of sugar and adorned
with rosettes of paper flowers. On the Sabbath of Glory, the Day before
Easter, people buy ugly paper-mache figures of Judas to be hung up in the
streets and burned with much rejoicing. The Judas ceremony is a curious
fiC* P* 5007
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symbol of punishment for the traitor lAo betr87e(i his Lord Christ.
On Corpus Christi Day which is always celebrated la Catholic coun¬
tries the Tenders specialise in selling burros of all siaes and materials
in its honor. S<»e are made of com hus^ and earr7 little crates of
dandled frhlt.^ Vhen John the Baptist Day is celebrated, it is eustomaxT'
for all Mexicans to take a bath, for John the Baptist is considered the
Patron Saint of Waters. In some Tillages 'Uils bathing in streams is ac¬
companied by eating, drinking, and music.
Colorful dances are performed at fiestas during the lenten and
Easter season. Some Tillages present passion plajrs in idiieh the entire
Tillage takes part. There are traditloiuJ. dances performed in honor of
specific patron saints as acts of religious doTOtlon to them.
LiTely 8‘b:«et fairs with Tenders* booths, amusements, and little
tent shows are fascinating affairs attended by both townsfolk and Indians.
Particularly amusing to the children are the Punch and Judy shows in which
the characters, a Mexican Peon and his wife present hilariously funy antics.
Architecture
Msxlcan homes Tary according to the class and economic status as
well as to climate and location. The homes of the wealthy city duellers
are Spanish-Colonial in style} howsTer, the present tread in building is
toward modem design, especially for public buildings. The older build¬
ings which are made of stone or "adobe,” sun-dried brick, hare few but
Tery large irindows with iron grilles and balconies. The doors are heavy
and without glass. The patio, an important part of the home, is a type
Peek, fip. £ii., p. 162
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of inner courtyard vlth beautiful flovera and fema Baking a garden.
In different parts of Mexico there are different types of houses.
In soae areas the houses are round} in others they are flat-sided and hare
rounded ends, but regardless of how they are built they are usually kept
neat and clean. The peasant builds his home of adobe and the duelling is
a small, dark, uncoafortable structure. There is often a building without
windows into iMch the person must crawl on feet and hwds to bathe.
The ancient architecture of the Mexicans is based upon that of the
great religious orders that settled there with the Spanish conquerors.
These buildings are ornate, massive structures sometimes amide of colored
stone. The churches or cathedrals usually have spires or dcHaes that rise
high above the roofs of the homes, and many columns, windows, and sculp¬
tured figures adorn them. Mexico*s Rational Cathedral tddch is located
in Mexico City, is one of the largest and finest cathedrals in existence.
It is a typical example of indent Mexican architecture.
There are great pyramids, some covering more than ten acres of
land, iMeh were centers of worship during early times. The Pyramid of
Tenayuca is a famous stone one tdiich is decorated with dozens of huge
serpents* heads carved frcn stone.^
XrftMPQrtntlon
Both primitive and modem methods of transportation are utilized
in Mexico. Those who have not yet resorted to the more advanced means
continue to carry burdens on their backs as did their ancestors centuries
ago. Others employ heavy-wheeled ox-carts drawn by burros or donkeys, or
primitive dugout boats to transport their produce. The fact that Mexico
gpgk, P* 4992
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has STen the oost recent nodes of transportation is STideneed by the thott>
sands of autonobiles which travel along her share of the great Pan-American




All Mexicans, tq>per class and peasants look forward to going to the
market, for it is a time for socialising and sight-seeing as well as for
earning money. Most villages carry a particnlar item that the villagers
specialise in and are noted for making. Everyone, men, women, and children,
laden with pottery, jewelry, woven goods and other prodnots pecnliar to
the village travel to the town idiere the market place is located. These
wares and products are colorfully arranged on the sidewalks and in the
streets. Only the more prosperous vendors place their tmres in booths or
in the market plasa. Ifezieans enjoy making bargains or debating prices
2
for many minutes before the sale of an article is made.
The siesta in Mexico is an old custom. At one time nearly every¬
body in the city worked until one o’clock or one-thirty in the afternoon.
At that time work stopped, everyone took a siesta, or rest. During the
next two or three hours he ate dinner, then took a nap. In the rural areas,
the siesta began at noon and was much shorter. In 1946 the custom was of-
3
fieially abolished, but many Mexicans continue to enjoy the mid-day xiap.
^Ibid., p. 4998.
^eck, SB* fiU*> p. 144.
\grld^gaQlt> SB. p. 4992.
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Recreation
Again eontraata ugr be noted la the life of the Mexican people.
Thia time it ia in the differencea in foz^ of recreation engaged in b7
the upper elaaa and the peaaanta. The vell~to*^o people enjoj practical¬
ly the aame amuseBenta aa the iBerleana do. They attend aotion picture
ahova, football, baaketball, baaeball, and aoccer gamea) play bridge, golf,
tennla, handball and other gamea. Some of the peaaanta enjoy many of theae
aaae gamea, but generally the play of the eonmon people ia leaa expenaire
and more colorful and exciting than that of the upper elaaa. Their "Jal-
alai” or "fronton" ia a fast native Mexican ball gane. Their teat ahovs
and puppet plays have not been surpassed by more modera forms of recrea¬
tion. Cock and bull fights attract a large number .to. the arenas and are
enjoyed by all Mexicans, regardless of their economic status.
Natural Reaoureea
,
Silver, the moat important mineral of Mexico, makes iq> about one-
third of the exports of the nation. The richest mines are fortunately
located on the Central Plateau iMch is suitable for living} therefore,
many persons are employed in the mining of this precious mineral. Gold
is next in liq)ortanee in the mineral wealth of Mexico and other minerals
mined include sine, arsenic, tin, mercury, graphite, and antimoi^. Even
though Mexico has a wealth of natural resources in minerals, her exploita¬
tion of them has been limited because of her lack of water power, her
limited simply of coal and her natural barriers, especially mountains
which make the transportation of raw materials to factories difficult.^
Oil fields are abundant in Mexico, especially bn the Isthmus of
P. 4988
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Tehuantepee and around tha Panueo RlTer. She alao has a great Tariety of
plant life, soet outstanding are naize or corn, coffee, 8Ugar<-oane, bananas,
pineapple and other types of tropical fruits. In addition to her wealth of
plant life, Mexico has Taluable forests of hardwood idilch she exports for
large profits.
Vith her great quantities of precious Bdnerals, extensiye variety
of plant life, and favorable ellBate particularly suited to agriculture,
Mexico is still, econondcally speaking, a poor country but one with great
potentialities and the heritage of a rich and free land.
The factual infomation on Mexican life and customs presented in
this chapter serves as a baekgrouM to the understanding and appreciation
of the Mexicans and their country and as a basis for establishing authen¬
ticity of the treatment of the Isolated factors which occurred in the se¬
lected fiction books. The next chapter will contain references to this
material to ascertain how the books of fiction and the cozresponding ma¬
terial are related.
CHAPTER III
CHARACTERISTICS OF MEXICAN LIFE AND CUSTOMS PORTRAIED IN JUVENILE
FICTION BOOKS PUBLISHED 1936-1949
Holidays and Celebration*
Characteristles of the entire country of Hexloo^ a land of great
contrasts, are Its many fiestas and colorful celebrations held In honor
of the patron saints of the country or of a particular Tillage or town.
The Bost lflq>ortant fiesta of this kind Is the national fiesta of Saint
Guadaliqie.^
The array of actlTltles and customs peculiar to the celebration of
the Fiesta of Saint Guadalis^ are Tlwldly wd accurately described In
£sdES(13)«^ Pedro experiences his first fiesta of Saint GuadaltQ>e during
his Tlslt to Taxce In December, the official time for the celebration. As
is customary of the celebration, Indians, Mexicans, and American tourists
Journeyed distances to attend the Fiesta of Saint Guadaltqpe to buy, sell,
and exchange their crafts and wares as well'as to socialise and participate
In the merriment. Each vendor brought the product for tMch his village
or town was known. Naranja, Pedro's village was noted for Its pottery)
therefore, Pedro and his family carried beautiful pots, bowls and Jugs to
the fiesta. Like other vendors, Pedro and his family also arranged their
^Anne Merrlman Peek, Young Mexico (New York: Robert M. McBride &
Co., 1924), p. 129.
^e numbers in the parentheses are used throughout the study to
refer to the books in \ih±eh the characteristics are discussed.
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wares in the cobblestone plasa In booths corered with a oanyass top and
siq>ported b7 bamboo poles.
Anotiier attraction at the Fiesta of Saint Guadalupe is the "Castil¬
lo," iMch was TiTldlj described in Pedrofll). The "castiUo" is made of
ornate, e3q>loslYe filled decorations. Pedro was an Intense observer of
the Castillo after it was lighted, \diieh was at dark.
They darted in and around the pole, and Just as they got
there the first idieel fastened to the pole started spinning,
throwing off colored sparks. Faster and faster it went, love¬
ly against the dark sl^. Now it idiirled so fast it looked like
a colored ball of fire, then bang! It exploded, and all was
dark and still as the crowds watched the flame.onHhe fuse
crawl on to the next wheel. This one was different. It started
off with a great racket, then spun quietly; and as it spun, a
bright shower of stars fell to the ground like rain.... Then
another idieel spun, and on they went until at last the creeping
little flame reached a idieel lying horlsontal at the very top
of the pole. Silently this idieel begem to glow; all the colors
of the rainbow shone out from it. Slowly it began to move,
then faster and faster it twirled..••
There in the center of the pole they both saw a pair of
shinning doves appear - both made of light - and, as they
watched, they saw the doves rise on fiery wings, flying straight
up into the air. Higher and higher they flew until they were
tiny specks of light la the sky, then there was a shattering
noise and all was dark and still.
The Castillo was over....^
Numerous other Saint's Days are celebrated throughout Mexico.
Many are peculiar to certain locales and others are celebrated nationally.
In Popp's Miracle(20)f the significance of the Day of San Antonio was de¬
picted. On the Day of San Antonio, animals of all kinds were taken to the
village priest to be blessed. fAs the priest moved calmly among the rest¬
less, noisy animals, he sprinkled and blessed them. '
Another Saint's Day thai is recognised as one for blessing animals
was noted in The Least OneQq). It is the Day of San IVancisco. Obser¬
vance of the Day of San Francisco had been abandoned for years, but it was
^Kargery Flack and Karl Larsson, Pedro (New lorkt Macmillan Co.,
1948), p. 35.
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re-established by a proelanatlon from the president as stated In The Least
£2a£(19). This day was to begin anev on the Tuesday after the first Sunday
In October,
The great doors of the cathedral had been flung vide.
Padre Anselao had come out In all his finest Testments; two
altar boys followed hln, one with the bowl of holy water and
one with burning censer. Paco cllned iq> on the bench that
he Bight see ererythlng. Already the sharp, spicy odor of
the burning Incense filled the still air. The chanting of
the blessing began. The censer was raised. The water was
sprinkled. How quickly Boved the hands of the padre} how
gently they touched each llrlng creature.^
Vhen the swallows return to the valley of Capistrano on the Day of
Saint Joseph, the Mission bulls ring to tell the people of the valley that
spring has come. Then a celebration begins. The children In The Song of
the Swallowsfl?) anticipated the return of the swallows and came to the
MlsAlon early on the Bornlng of Saint Joseph*s Day. Dressed In their best
clothes, they sang, played games, danced, acted out little plays of the
olden days and enjoyed their own little fiesta.
The traditional dances performed In honor of a patron saint reveal
something of an Idea that Is distinctive of each race. Relics of Astec
dance and rhythm are In them, mingled with Spanish customs adopted after
the conquest, but given their special Indian twist of Imagination and per-^
forBanee. The dance of the Moors and Christians are reminiscent of the
conquest of the Moors In Spaln.^
Tlvo saw the dance of the Moors and Christians performed In Mv Pet
PeepelofS). At this same fiesta there was a castle of. fireworks, which
was actually the same as the castlHo but referred to here by a different
^uth Sawyer, The Least One (Hew Torkt Ylklng Press, 1941)> p. 75*
2
Peek, SQ. elt., p. 166.
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name. As at all flaatas, tha streets were filled vlth yendors of all kinds
and gaily decorated with flowers.
Christinas brings Mezieo the gayest parties of the year, the "Posa*
das.* There are nine of then held on the nine days before December 25th.^
It is a procession which resembles a Christmas play, telling the story of
the Journey of the Holy Mother Ifary and Joseph to Bethlehem, how they sought
shelter (or posada) from the dark night and at last found refuge in an hum¬
ble stable where the Christ child was bom. Pedro, the Angel of Olvera
StreetflS) describes the Posada in detail}
First come the musicians, then come four people carrying the
images of the Holy Family on a small wooden altar. Then in line,
two by two come the children, followed by the women and then the
men. This year Manuel thought of something that would make the
procession even more beautiful. He heard Pedro sing and he had
heard people say, "Pedro sings like an angel." So he said: "We
must have an Angel to lead La Posada.* He was so pleased with
his idea that he hurried to Tomaso fs puesta and asked him to
make two little red wings for.Pedro.
The Posada began on the sixteenth of December and Journeyed
through the street singing:
"He weary pilgrims
Come to your door ^
Shelter in yow puesta
We beg, we implore."
But at eveiry door they knocked the reply was, "No, No! There
is no shelter here. No posada." And for nine nights, at the
same hour each evening the Posada went through the street.
The people in the tall houses looked down bn the Posada.
Against the darkness of the night they could see the brightly
lighted altar. The procession made a little trail of light,
with the candles flickering Joyfully. And mounting to the sky,
above the music and above the chorus, was Pedro*s lovely voice.
At the head of the procession he walked. But until Christmas
£ve, no door would open to them. And then on Christmas Eve, the
doors of a puesta were wide open. "Enter Mary, Queen of Heaven."
"Enter Joseph .into this poor puesta!" And the Holy family en¬
tered to rest for the night. As they- entered there was great
Joy and everyone sang.
^"Mexico Carries on Yule Parties for Nine Days^* Christian Science
Monitor, December 15, 1951, p. 22.
^Leo PoUtl, Pedro The Angel of Olvera Street (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1946), p. 12.
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After the Posada ends, the celebration*oontiaoes with the favorite
eustoB of the "plnata” Jar* The "pinata,* an elaborately decorated earth¬
enware Jar is hung in the middle of the house or the street and the child¬
ren, who are blindfolded, take turns striking the ■pinata* with a stick
until one brea}cs it. When the Jar is broken, an assortment of toys and
1
goodies tumble to the ground and children scramble delightedly for them*
The "plnata* Jar which was suspended in the street for the child¬
ren of Olrera Street(18) after the Posada ended, was in ,the shape of a
fantastic peacock with plumes of rainbow colors*
The custom of the "plnata* Jar is repeated la Star In the Wil¬
lows f11). but Instead of haring the shape of a peacock and being hung in
the street, it is a big clay olla with a huge, bulging mouth, suspended
from the celling of the home* As is customary, the children are blind¬
folded and given turns at hitting at the olla with a broomstick until it
is broken* It too, is crammed with brightly wrapped packages, and idien
the Jar is broken, the lovely gifts, harmonicas, whistles, fruit, candy
and nuts fall to the floor*
Another version of the Posada Party followed by the "plnata" Jar
is seen in Popo«8 Miracle(20).
Manuel and Rafael, with the Little Coyote leading them,
marched around and around the house* The Little Coyote held
in his two hands a tray decorated with flowers on which there
was a statue of the Christ Child in pretty new clothes Carmen
had made* They sang as they marched****
And from inside the house there came the answer**** Around
the house once more the Little Coyote led them, and they sang
as they marched**** And the voices from within told them to
go elsewhere, there was no room for them there**w The door
was opened, and Kiguel*s voice boomed out, "enter then, oh
blessed ones*" The Little Coyote marched to the tree and put
the statue tenderly down on the moss*^
^Peck, fiB* fill*, p* 4*
^Charlie May Simon, Popovs Miracle (New York: E* P* Dutton & Co*,
1938), p* 220*
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Vhen the Posada is finished, the ehlldrea are blindfolded, and like
the children in Star In the Vi^owsfH),. the/ take tnms striking at the
pinata jar which is different in fora from either of those previously men**
tioned. This pinata is trinaed with rows of scalloped paper and it, too,
is suspended from the celling; however. Instead of being filled with toys
it is filled with fruit, cakes and candles which spill to the floor %dien
the jar is struck and broken by the children.
Pinto*s Journey (6) describes a Christoas celebration among a dif¬
ferent group of Mexicans - an Indian tribe. It was celebrated by everyone
in the village. Mhen the bell tolls and the announceaent was made by six
year old heralds that Christmas was at hsmd, the villagers hurried to the
church where the animals are blessed. They believe that the blessing of
the animals will Insiire healthy herds during the new year.
Dancing, which is a feature at all fiestas, is a part of this cele¬
bration.^ Following the blessing of the animals* ceremony, an exciting
buffalo dance was performed by ^e adults who were dressed in special cos¬
tumes. A Santa Claus appeared at this celebration and stood beside a pine
tree. Like the American Santa Claus, he distributed candy to all the
children. The next day, the fiesta with its four days of feasting and
dancing officially begins.
The Christmas celebration in Fiesta Colt (12) is less elaborate
than the one idiich is described in Pinto*a Journey (6). The nativity
scene which is used la the Posada is the old Spanish "Naclmlento* which
depicts the Holy Family in painted figures and is stationed on the mantle.
Added to these special Christmas decorations and celebration was a Christ¬
mas tree, as brightly trimmed with tinsel and candles as any American
^Wilfred S. Bronson, Plnto*s Journey (New Yorkt Julian Messner,
Inc., 194S), p. 4.
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Christaas tree.
Another celebration which occurs during the Christmas season is the
Day of Three Kings.^ Popo*8 Miracle (20) refers to this day as the Day of
Kings, and it takes place two weeks after Christmas, as is customary. On
the Day of Kings, toys and gifts were distributed to the children or placed
in their shoes. The gifts were distributed to the children la Pope»s Mir¬
acle (20), rather than placed in their shoes.
Mexico's Independence Day, September sixteenth, is also a day of
great festivity. This holiday is vlTldly described In Watchdog (A),
...The big day of the fiesta wasn't until tomorrow. That
would be the sixteenth of September idiea all Mexico celebrated
its day of freedom. . .
A man touched a match to the fuselat the base of the "cas*-
tillo.* It set off a rocket that spread the flag of Maxloo in¬
to the aif. It showed beautiful red, green, and white colors
and an eagle with a snake in its claws.
The burning end of the fuse traveled to the toy bulls.
They began to rook and swish their tails. The men ^o rode them
Jogged back and forth, swinging their arms. Their dark bodies
looked alive against the shower of sparks from the pln^eels....
At last the blue bird shot up from the top of the pole.
Everyone's eyes were on it except Alberto's. Everyone else
watched it circle gracefully over the tree tops. Then it dipped
down - into Alberto's lap.2
*7
Another tradition of this fiesta was the buying of a bird idilch
was to be set free before the lighting of the castlilo. This was symbolic
of the liberation of the Mexican people.
The entire year in Mexico is filled with various holidays. Yll-
lagers can think vtp many reasons for small local holidays which will pro¬
vide some excuse for fireworks, church bells, food and drink and plenty of
gay things to buy.-' An example of this kind of celebration is the holiday
^Supra., See "Holidays and Celebrations," p. 27.
^Laura Bannon, Watchdoy (New York: Albert Whitman & Co., 194S), p.l
%tQ}ra, See "Holidays and Celebrations^" p. 27.
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that was declared when Pedro*a long-tiae wlah for a burro of hla o%m vaa
finally granted in the Burro*a Moneybag (22). The air at the fleata vaa
filled with familiar delleloua amelia, muaie and laughter tMch laated
until the early houra of the morning.
inother example of an i]q>roi^tu holiday ia the one celebrated in
Paneho (15) when the mayor of the village declared a holiday to celebrate
the capture of a bull that had coaxed the vealthy Don Fernando*a hard of
cattle from hia ranch.
A local fleata alao occura in The Village That Learned TQ_Read (21).
When every child in the village of Benito Juarei had fulfilled hia promise
to learn to read in the nevly eatabliahed achbol, a fleata vaa proclaimed.
After the villagera had llatened Intently to; the apeeoh that vaa made by
their honored gueat, the governor of the atate, the gay,fleata actlvitlea
began. The uaual merrygo-round vaa the center of attraction at thla
fleata, but there vere acrobata, fortune tellera and magiciana vho vere
aeldom mentioned in theae children*a hooka aa part of fleata entertainment.
In Silver Saddlea (16), chattering people fill the Alameda to viev
the apeetaoular parade of the Mexican Charro Aaaoclatlon. The horaemen tdio
vere membera of the tfexican Charro Aaaoelation dreaaed in "charro auita”
and paraded around proudly.^ A plump Mexican labored at the keya of a red
and gold calliope vhlle Jugglera and acrobata in spangled costumea cavorted
about.
The gaily decorated plaza at fleata time in Popo*a Miracle (20) la
filled vlth corbeled booths vith sunshades of gay colored cloth stretched
on bamboo poles under ^ich vomen arranged fruits and sveets in neat piles
Siqira, See "Dress,* p. 17.
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as also portrayed la fedro (13). The aerry-go-round was the center of at¬
traction at this fiesta until a shot was fired and three musicians, a
guitarist, a druamer, and a fiddler began to play. From three different
directions came men of the Ylllage jumping to the time of the music and
throwing confetti over the crowded plaza. When this lively spectacle
ended, the people gathered every^diere, eating, drinking and discussing the
events of the day.
An inpor^amt fiestasinin town is the lively street fair jor-carni¬
val.^ CarniTal■time in 'The Least One Jl9)ibegan in February;and,cended with
the Holy Sensonij^ The carnlvaltBakers sei^vup the "Los eaballitos*; or ; merry-
go-round and the usual stands of varied colors from which the vendors sell
all sorts of wares. Birthdays do not oeetq>y a prominent place in Mexican
celebrations; however, in MannalaU Birthday (3) there is mention of some
festivity that occurred on Hanuela*s birthday. Manuela's friends made an
arch of banana leaves over the gate which they decorated with flowers and
loops of colored paper. In the center of one of the leaves they fastened
five, gay, pink flowers to show that Hanuela was five years old.
In Fiesta Colt (12), an example of a primarily Mexican celebration
occurring in the United States in the form of a eavnleade depicts the
colorful beginnings of Santa Barbara. Leading the procession was the fig¬
ure of Juan Rodriguez Cabrill who first planted the Spanish colors on
Callfor]3la soil.
Mexicans are hard working and comparatively poor people; however,
as indicated by their numerous holidays and celebrations, it may be con¬
cluded that they are generally a happy and optimistic people vho in their
^Peck, clt.. p. 163.
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efforta to bettor their condition do not loae sight of the enjoyable things
of life.
The Joyfnl, leisnrely ways of the Mexicans irore vividly depicted
in 16 of the 22 books selected for this stnc^. Several of the fiestas
and special holiday celebrations vere authentically portrayed. One book,
Popofa Miraclef is of exceptional value in presenting not only accurate,
descriptive celebrations, but also in including several different types.
Although this factor was not presented as frequently as others, e. g.,
food, dress or architecture, it was presented so descriptively that any
child would glean a clear idea of the significance of fiestas and cele¬
brations to the Mexican people.
Bellglaa
CatholiclsiB, the predominating religion in tfexico was first brought
there by the Spanish friars and missionaries vbo btxLlt mLasima and es¬
tablished Christianity among the Indians. There were s(»te Who were merce¬
nary, but there were also those who were interested in the people, encour¬
aged them in their native arts and tried to protect them from injustice and
cruelty.^ These missionaries built missions similar to the one described
la Song of the (17), a story which gives insight into how the In¬
dians lived and were Instructed in preparing for a more fruitful life.
Julian, the old gardener at the Mission of the village of Csplstrano ex¬
plained to Juan that the Missions were built by the brothers of Saint




The Indians vho had built and decorated their own temples were set
to work building churches with canred stone towers and painted gullded In¬
teriors. The Mission In Necessary Nemo was as large as a park, and
In It were groups of low stone buildings tdiere Indian conrerts had once
lived and drawn water.from the wells. The church \Mch was nearly three-
hundred years old had a large dome and a bell tower, and adjoining It was
a house in which Father Laffjrety lived.
Religion Is a highly influential factor In the life of the Hexlean
people. The complete confidence that the Mexieans have In the advice of
the church fathers can be seen in pito*a House (7), when no natter how odd
the advice «f the Padre seemed to be to PIto, he followed it Impllclty.
Both Pito and his wife were pleased to think that the I^dre
had thought of a way.out of their trouble. Because he was a
kind and Just man they promised to do tdiatever he told them.
"Then," said the Padre, "get your biaro and put him in the
house,” A burro in the House! Was the Padre In his right mind?
”Iou promised to do as I said,” Padre Padrino reminded them.
A promise to the Padre was a solemn thing, so Pito and his
wife with much pushing and pulling dragged the buzro into the
house.^
The strong belief of the Mexicans in their religion is again evi¬
dent in Pinto*a Journey.(6) when the villagers take their animals and
their tools to the church to be blessed.
^ere the little animals would be blessed to bring good
hunting la the new year, and many healthy lambs, calves and
colts to the farm animals. The tools of the craftsmen like
Big Earrings would be blessed also, that their trades might
pay them well until another Christas.^
Mexicans take great pride in their beautiful, ornate cathedrals and
Catherine Bryan and Habra Madden. Pito*a House (New lorkt Macmil¬
lan Co., 1944)» p. 20.
Sfilfred S. Bronson. Pinto*s Journey (New York: Julian Messner,
Inc., 1948), p. 49.
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shrines. One is described brieflj in Mv Pet Peerielbj (8).
Tiro tied Peepelo to the iron fence, then through the htige
carred doors they went. They knelt and prayed a Boment, then
sat looking up at the great golden altar. It was din a^ hushed.
High vqp, lit by a shaft of sunUght, stood the Tirgin in a vel-*
Yet dress and a Jeweled erown.^
It is an acknowledged fact that Mexicans on the lAole are a reli¬
gious people; however, despite the efforts of the Spanish to convert them
and despite their apparent success, the Indians have managed to retain
certain religious customs and traditions that contain unmistakable eile-
ments of paganism. These elements of paganism are found in several of
the books, yet no mention of the majority of the Mexicans being Catholic
is disclosed. The large missions and elaborate cathedrals in which they
worship are included in the 16 citations of the eight books which refer
to the religion of the people and validate their religious affiliation.
Dress
Mexican dress is noted for its very simple design and vivid
splashes of color. Although the wearing apparel varies in some locales,
the most widely worn costume for men is that of white cotton trousers and
loose cotton blouse or shirt, a wide hat or "sombrero" and leather san¬
dals.^ In Popo*s Miracle (20)^ Rafael wore cotton trousers and a loose
shirt with the.ends tied in front and a blanket or "serape" over his.
shoulders. A wide brimmed straw hat.and leather sandals completed his
costume.
The Mexicans use practically the same dress for all occasions,
^EUis Credle. My Pet Peepelo (New York* Oxford Dhiversity Press,
1948), p. 56.
2
Svpra, 8ee "Dress," p. 17.
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but for special fiestas or holiday celebrations, these basic eostuues are
trlBOied and embellished vlth more elaborate designs. The "Charro* suit
and the "China Poblana” are frecjoently used by the wealthy classes for
these festlTities, but the peasants Tery seldom wear either of these.^
The members of the Mexican Charro Association in Silver Saddles (16) wore
these costumes during their fiesta, but Pedro (13), a little peasant boy
wore his best white shirt and white trousers for the fiesta of Saint
Gaudaltqpe, a very liqMrtant celebration.
Vhen Angelo dressed for his sister's wedding, « special occasion,
he wore only a iMte suit and his new sombrero, but the soldiers, who
were guests at the affair, wore Jackets elaborately eBd>roldered with sil¬
ver.
For the fiesta in Pedrp (13), Pedro wore his best iMte shirt and
trousers. The men likewise were dressed in their iMte trousers and shirts
with their best sombreros and leather sandals. Some of the men wore two
sombreros; the good sombrero on top of the better to protect the latter.
"Sombrero* is practically synonomous with Mexico, as it is con¬
sidered an indespensable item of dress. Pedro's grandfather in purro'g
Moneybag (22) wore a broad brimmed sombrero, almost the else of an umbrel¬
la under iMch his nut brown face could hardly be seen. A leather band
with silver buttons decorated the grown. An orange colored "poncho", a
cloak like blanket with a slit in the center for the head, hung down from
his shoulders. Pedro's poncho iMch was red and a replica of the one ^Mch
his grandfather wore, also hung down ever his white shirt and trousers.
The traditional sombrero was also worn by Ifanuela's father (3).
^Supra, See "Dress," p. 17.
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It too was large. In fact it ia so large that he often used it as a snb-
stltute for a basket. jQ.though the veering of the soabrero is an estab¬
lished eustoa in Hexieo, it is not always adhered to by )fezieans living
outside Mexico. Vhen Pinto of Pintoja Journey (6) was ready to slip away
on his trip to the mountains in search of tourquoise, he wore pantaloons,
a shirt and mocassins, but no sombrero.
The ordinary dress of the Mexican women consists of a white blouse
and a vide colorful skirt and usually a "rebozo” twisted around the head
and shoulders. The dress of the little girls is very siMlar to that of
their mothers.^ In Burrows ttonevbag (22), Pedro*s mother wore her blue
cotton rebozo, a narrow shawl about a half a yard vide and three yards
long with deep knotted fringe on each end. One end was thrown over her
shoulder and the other end htmg down over the basket of lunch that she
cazTied over her arm.
In Ulagfl„That, \Q Rgfrd (21), Maria, Padro>s sister,
wore a blue skirt, white blouse and a blue rebozo fell over her shoulders
exactly like her mother's. In the "rebozo* she snugly wrapped her little
brother. ]ji Manoala's Birthday (3), }fenuela's irebozo served a dual pur¬
pose also, that of a hat and of a shawl in which to carry her baby brother.
The Msxiean boys and girls are not aecustmed to wearing shoes,
they prefer to go barefoot* Although Pedro in Burro's Moneybag (22) was
dressed in his.clean white sxiit and straw hat, he very reluctantly agreed
to wear his sandals which were made from an old automobile tire and were
very stylish among the Mexican peasants.
While in Mexico City, Pedro fl3) was piirsuaded by his aunt to put
^Supra, See "Dress," p. 17.
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on a white shirt, bine trousers, coat and necktie. Tan shoes and blue and
iMte socks completed the costume. Pedro felt extremely uncomfortable in
this type of clothing because Mexican boys and girls are accustomed to wear¬
ing a minimum of clothing.
The "serape” is used for almost as many purposes as the '!reboxo.”
During the rainy seasons or late ewenings it is used as a cloak. The men
in Pedro (13) protected themselves from the rain by pulling "serapes* over
their heads. One isan wore a serape of rubber. Another type of garment used
by the men in Pedre*s village was the raincoat made of eornhusks. Tivo of
My Pe^ Peepelo (8) wore a raincoat made of palm leaves instead of eornhusks
or rubber.
As evident in the books of fiction analysed, the Mexican peasants,
although they make innovations in other areas of life, generally tend to
retain their habits of dress and thus maintain individuality in this fac¬
tor. As seen in Table 3, the dress of the Msxleans was cited 59 times la
18 of the 22 selected books. As revealed in this chapter,a realistic pic¬
ture of Mexican dress can be secured from, these books, although the sub¬
ject is not treated in full detail each time it is mentioned.
The dress of both the peasants and the wealthier class was included
in the description of dress found la the selected books of fiction. Prac¬
tically every phase of dress presented in the factual books recommended
for children wab included in some of the fiction books. No descrepancles
were found in the books of fiction treating this subject, but some addi¬
tional information not mentioned in the factual books, was Included. An
example of this occurred in Mv Pet Peeuelo (8), in Which the villagers used
raincoats made from eornhusks and palja~ leaves. Both are possible, since
Mexicans use corn husks and palm plants for many things.
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EdttSflilgBi
Although public education In Mexico is oomparatl-vely in ita in¬
fancy, leaders are sponsoring this great cause and promoting its rapid
spread.^ For many years, children in remote Tillages vere denied the
benefit of schooling, but the realization of the need for education in
order to achieve national unity dawned upon the leaders. ]fa The Village
That Learned to Read (21), a teacher was sent to Benito Juarez from Mexi¬
co City to teach la the newly built school. The parents of all the child¬
ren were extremely enthusiastic because they felt that the knowledge that
could be gained from books would enable them to grow stronger, healthier
and wiser than their ancestors.
Considered more Iz^rtant than a mere formal education in Mexico
is the need for teaching the people things that will be of use to them in
better everyday living. After the villagers in The Village That Learned
To Read (21) had finished working the land, they came to school and learned
many useful things. There were classes in rslslng crops, in ways of keep¬
ing well and curing sickness, in sewing and cooking, followed by singing
and dancing after a formal dismissal of class. This practice is typical
of many of the missions or rural schools and regional agricultural schools
established by the Federal Government in many sections of Mexico.^
Probably because of the newness of education for the masses in Mex¬
ico, little has been written on the subject in many of these selected books.
^S\q[>ra, Sob, "Education,” p. 14
2
Peck, fiB. p. 128,
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Incidents In these books, however, do give to the child an understanding
of the school S7Stem In existence and the growth of formal education. On¬
ly one book. The Village That Learned to Read (21) had a lengthy discussion
of schools, but six books referred to the formal education of the child.
Archltgff-bwg
Mexican homes vary according to economic status and location; how¬
ever, the homes of the peasants are usually small and built of "adobe*
which Is sundrled brlck.^ The homes In most of the villages represented
In the books of fiction are of colored adobe. Pedro’s home (13), which
was built of whitewashed adobe with a roof of orange, red and brown tile
that shone In the sun and from which hung down long trailing plants, was
one of the largest houses in the village, although It had only six rooms ~
and a stall In back.
Homes in the The Village That Learned To Read (21) also were built
of adobe. The one in ^Ich Pedro (21) lived was pink with a tiled roof.
The houses in the village where Tivo went to market In Pet Peepelo (8)
were snowy white, cream colored and blue adobe. Many of them had decora¬
tive carvings aroimd the doors and windows. As he approached the village,
Tivo could see the pink towers of the church and the rose tile roofs of
of the houses shining among the trees.
In Angelo The Naughty_One (14)» the neat little rows of houses were
snowy white with red roofs resembling those in My Pet Peenelo (8), and the
tall church towers were also of a soft rosy pink.
Many of the Mexican peasants build their own hones, PIto in Pablo’s
^Supra, See "Architecture," p. 22.
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Pipe (10) and Buttons Moneybag (22) are made of adobe also.
in example of the influence of the economic status iqpon the ty})e
of duelling even among the peasants is brought out in The Village That
Learned To Read (21). Although Carlotta lived in the same village as
Pedro (13)f her home vas in the poorest part of the village, and Instead
of being built of cleanly whitewashed adobe like Pedro's, it was built of
dingy, rough, brown adobe that was crumbling at the corners. Instead of
a tile roof to provide the maximum protection from the weather, Carlotta*s
roof was of palm leaf thatch and manguay leaves.
In Pedro (13) some of the homes of the poorer peasants were made
of adobe with roofs of tiles as is customary, but others were huts made of
poles stuck into the ground with roofs of palm leaves laid over them. The
house consisted of only one room in which all of the family activities
took place, the animals even sought shelter there from the rain. The
btilldlngs in Pinto's Journey (6) are described as being,made of clay in¬
stead of being refeired to as adobe. Many of the Americanifexicans con¬
centrated in the same area live in similar houses. Juan in Song of the
Swallows (17) lived in one of the old adobe hoiases that had been built in
the early days of California.
"Jacal Hut" is the name given to the house in The Least One (19)
which is Blade of slender bamboo trunks thrust deeply into the claylst
earth iidiere they stood firm and able to support the palm thatched roof, a
part of which came down over the doorway like a visor.
The pyramids which are architectural wonders of Mexico irere ex¬
plained to Tlvo (8) by his mother who tells him en route to market that
the pyramids were built as centers of worship during early times by the
Indians.
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Although types of Mexican architecture other than the homes are
not treated in most of the selected fiction books the child may receive
from them an adequate picture of the homes of the masses of the Mexican
people, the peasants. Architecture is described in 20 of the 22 books
used la the study which gives an indication of the extent to which this
element is treated (see Table 1).
In many instances the descriptions of the cathedrals with their
elaborate decorations and the adobe homes of the peasants are more vividly
presented than in the factual books. In the 20 books that consider seme
aspect of Mexican architecture, there is a total of 21 citations represent-
Ing this element.
Food
Certain Mexican foods have become so famous that upon mention of
the name they are immediately associated with Mexico. One of the most
outstanding Mexican dishes is the "tortilla" which Is considered the na¬
tional pastry of Mexico. The meal which is used to make tortillas is
ground from corn on a small flat stone object.^ Pablo's mother in Pablo's
Pipe (10) employs this method of grinding the meal into a very fine pow-
der and mixes it with water to make large,^thln "tortillas" for the fami¬
ly. The tortilla is prepared in the homes as well as by canmerclal baker¬
ies. A description of the tortillas being prepared in the home is authen¬
tically described in BHrralaLJlgfley^>ag (22).
Pedro's grandmother stopped fanning the fire in the
brasero and began to make tortillas. Taking a piece of
stiff oommeal dough in her hands, she gave one side a
slap, slap, slap, flipped it over and gave the other side
a slap, slap, slap. I^e did this over and over again, un¬
til the dough was a little larger than her hand and not
^Supra, See "Pood," p. 15.
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much thicker than a piece of ]t>lotting paper. When the tor¬
tilla was the right size and shape, she laid it on a little
earthenvare dish to cook over the charcoal fire in the
brasero.l
I
Different condiaents are used to add a variety to the flavor of the tor-
tiUil. Pedro's grandmother (22) dipped the tortilla into a spoonful of
sweet, peppez7 chili sauce and rolled it into the shape of an ice-cream
cone after the tortilla was browned around the edges. This made the tor¬
tilla gumoy but it was more delicloiui.
Although tortillas are eaten regularly in Mexico, the people have
many ways of preparing them so that they do not become monotonous. In
Necessary Nellie(2), mashed beans, grated cheese, avocado and chill sauces
and quince preserves were spread on the tortillas as variations to make
the tortilla more appetizing. They were then shaped into rolls similar
in size and form to those which Pedro's grandmother (22) prepared.
2
Usually tortillas axB eaten with"frijoles,” boiled black beans.
It is also possible for these beans to be prepared differently, or in
some instances to use a different type of bean. In Pedro (13), the beans
which Marla dipped from the pot to eat with her tortillas were fried. In
Burro's Moneybag (22), when Pedro wandered Into the hotel kitchen, he saw
the cook mashlzig soft boiled red beans which she patted and flipped from
side to side as his grandmother did her tortillas and then fried them In
a little fat.
Another of Mexico's famous bakery products is "pan dulce" or sweet
Jfargaret Loring Thomas. The Burro's Moneybag (New York: Ablngdon-
Cokesbury Press, 1947), p. 11.
2
Supra, See "Food," p. 15.
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bread which is often used for a supper dish and prinarlljr by the wealthy
class of Mexicans and American tourists. In The Village That_ Learned_To
Read (21), Pedro ate "pan dulce" for supper and Pedro of the Burrows Money*
ba^ (22) was given a puffy ^dilte sugary roll by the hotel cook. This was
a form of "pan dulce," probably being used to serve the wealthy Mexicans
or American tourists who frequented the hotel.
"Pulque," the National Mexican beverage Is derived from the heart
of the versatile manguey plant ^idilch also yields food from its roots,
needles and pins from Its thorns and roofing and thread from its leaves.^
It Is used as a thli^st quenching drink when secured directly from the
plant, and as an intoxleant when fermented. In Popovs Miracle (20),
Rafael drank "pulque” that was fresh from the plant; and therefore it was
sweet, pure and thirst quenching, but he remembered that previously he
had tasted some that was fermented and sour and caused him to act strange¬
ly. A cloudy looking drink of pulque Is offered to Flint on the train by
a drunken Mexican In Sliver Saddles (16).
Candy is sold on the streets and In the Markets of Mexico In great
quantities. In Pedro (13), at the fiesta, trays of candles, fruit pastes,
long green and pink sticks, round hard balls of red and yellow and squares
of spicy chocolate are sold to the delight of the children. Pedro In
Burro * s Moneybag (22) bought candy of carmellsed sxigar or sweet potato and
milk. At fiesta In Watchdog (4) the candy man sold yellow, pink and green
goodies, cake colored with sugar, and candy made of pumpkin, squash and
cactus. The "heladas man" as he is called in Burro^s Jloneybag (22), sold
frosen lollipops wrapped In brightly colored paper \dileh he carried about
^Supra, See "Food," p. 15.,
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In a green wooden tub on his shoulder.
"Mole de guajalote" which Is the most popular holiday dish among
all classes Is basically prepared with turkey and sauces.^ It Is described
in Burrows Moneybag (22) as tasting salty, peppery, sweet, sour and bitter
at the same time, but especially peppery. The origin of the "mole sauce"
Is mentioned In !fcr Pet Peenelo (8) during a conversation between Tivo and
the weaving man who Informs Tlvo as he attempts to Bell his pet turkey
that the Aztecs were the first to prepare the delicious sauce to pour
over the cooked turkey.
At dinner on "el dla de la Navldad" in Fiesta Colt (12), a Christ¬
mas Eve salad, "ensalada de la Nochebuena" is prepared to supplement the
assortment of steaming food. Siloed oranges, apples, bananas, persimmons,
beets, celery, peas, and red and green candles were the ingredients used '
in this colorful salad. Tortillas, fried peppers and a turkey, delicately
browned were also a part of the elaborate meal.
Tropical fruits grow abundantly In Mexico; however, these fruits
are more plentlously grown in southern Ifexlco. In Forest Pool (1), tMch
has as Its setting the tropical part of Ifexlco, mention Is made of paw¬
paws, coconuts, oranges, mangoes and avocados which are grown In this sec¬
tion. On their trip to Mexico City In the Burro’s Moneybag (22)^ Pedro
and his grandfather ate pink peaches and pineapple with tender roast lamb
as they traveled along the way. These were quite different from the foods
that they usually ate In their little village.
It may be said of the treatment of the food factor In the books
tised in this study that. It is accurately and adequately portrayed. It is
^SiQ>ra, See "Food," p. 15.
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Included in 19 of the total number of books which Is 22 and Is treated
more often and In greater detail than any other of the isolated factors
used in analyzing the books on Mexican life and customs.
The preparation of many of the famous Mexican dishes is discussed,
even in these children's books. Although food is cited 99 times in the
19 books which Include this element, many duplications occur. Each of
these, however, tends to cxystallse for the child an accurate portrayal
of Mexican food.
Si98ia
Siesta is an old Mexican custom which, although it has now been^
officially abandoned, was at one time observed by everyone, and people of
other countries continue to associate it with Mexican life and customs.^
This cust(» of the siesta is still in practice by some of the Mexicans of
older generation. The siesta is noted in Vatcfedog (4) when Alberto won->
dered to himself how the other villagers could sleep so soundly with an
event merry as Independence Day approaching. But despite the epproachlng
celebration, the siesta was observed.
The strict observance of the siesta: is depicted in Pablo's Pipe
(10) when in the midst of the gaeity and music in the market place, every¬
one, including the adnstrAls,put aside their occupations and settled down
to sleep; it was time for siesta. The custom of siesta was at one time
observed by all Mexican institutions. In Pedr? (13)» the teacher eoanounced
that the older children of the village would attend school in the afternoon
after the siesta.
The siesta in the city usually began later and lasted longer, but
•
^Supra, See "Siesta," p, 24.
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In rural areas it began at twelve o'clock and lasted a much shorter length
of time. The peasants had to do much of their work \diile it was day|
therefore, in the Burro's Moneybag (22), Pedro arrived home at twelve
o'clock for his dinner and siesta, but shortly afterwards returned to the
fields so that he could accomplish much before nightfall.
Anything that Interfered with siesta was frowned upon; therefore,
vhen Pedro in The Village That Learned to Read (21) disturbed the village
by climbing up on the roof of his house and accidentally knocking the tiles
loose, he was thoroughly scolded by his mother.
The siesta is mentioned only briefly in five of the 22 books used
in the study. It is not described sufficiently to give the child the pur¬
pose and significance of the siesta to the Mexicans. This may be attribut¬
ed to the fact that the custom has been discontinued officially, although
this discontinuance did not occur until 1946.
Physical Features and Climate
One of the outstanding features of Ifexlean topography is her
volcanoes.^ Mention of them is made in Popo's.Miracle’ (20).
The sxin went down in the west, coloring the whole sky, and
lighting up the two tall, snow-capped peaks far away to the
north, like candle flames. During the day, when the sun was
high, these mountains, fopo and the White Woman were pure white,
with snow on them.^ '
In MyJet Peepelo (3), not only is the volcano Popo mentioned but
an explanation about it is given Tivo also.
At a turn in the road Tivo lifted his eyes and saw a great
mountain peak towering into the sky. Its top was glittering
white with snow.
^Supra, See "Physical Features and Climate,^ p. 9*
2
Simon, sil•t P* 24.
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"Look! There is old Popo!" papa said, pointing toward it*
"Always and forever there Is snow on the top. Deep down Inside
it there is a fire • a great rumbling fire. Sometimes the smoke
pours from the top as from a giant chimney! Popocatepetl it
has been called since ancient times."!
All Mexicans are familiar with the rainy season which occurs each
May and lasts until September.^ No detailed information about the rainy
season is presented in these books of fiction, but mention of it is made
in several books. The rainy season is referred to in The Burrows Moneybag
(22) when Pedro and his father, aware of the fact that the rains would
soon oaoBf journeyed to the place of the charcoal burners to btQr the feul
that they would need until the dry months reappeared.
The rainy season is mentioned again in Popo*s-Miracle f2Q).
Spring came and like grey sheep, the rain clouds gathered
in the sky. Birds flocked together and chattered, and some
flew away to spend the summer in the land to the north, and
some stayed. One day the rain drops fell, gently and slowly
at fitst, then in big drops hard down on the stone streets
and against the glass panes.^
In Pedro. (13), the wet season came every afternoon dtiring the sumr
mer, but within an hour, the village looked as if it had never seen a drop
of rain. The rain had soaked into the ground, and filled the wells, eis~
terns, and springs. In fopo Miracle (20), the ending of the rainy season
and the setting in of the dxy months of the winter during which time the
crops again flourish were also referred to.
Physical features and climate are not dealt with in great detail
^Credle, flp. P* 30.
2
Supra, See "Physical Features and Climate," p. 9.
3
Simon, fiB* p. 205.
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In the Jtnrenlle fiction books on Mexico used In this study. Hoveyer, \dien
these factors are cited. It Is subtly and Interestingly Incorporated Into
the text of the book. In 14 of the 22 books this factor Is mentioned 51
times, though briefly. Each citation aids In clarifying the topography
and climate conditions of the country for the child.
IraBaBortaUgB
Practically every mode of transportation Is used In Mexico.^ Sev¬
eral different types are even discussed In the books of fiction. In one
book alone, reference Is made to three different types of conveyance:
Pedro dreamily vatched the train winding Its way down the
mountain. He knew that the engine would have to bring the
cars around five curves before It reached the station at his
village . .
Pedro gazed at a long line of burros cUsdjlng iq: the hill and
sighed. He wondered how long It would be before he had a burro
of his own to help him carry gaardenlas and wood and charcoal
and tomatoes to market. He looked across the valley at the
new, smooth white road and wound over the mountains to Ifexloo
City. A truck, looking no bigger In the distance than a dog,
sped along the road.^
In lh6.,.YjLUagS.ThatJ^arttg^-TQ-Rgad (21)» slow moving donkeys, a
roaring bus, and ears rushing to and fro are seen by Pedro and his com¬
panions as they walked along the hard surfaced, black topped road that
stretched Into the distance. Hence, not only are the lBq>rovements In ve-
hlckles shown, but In the roads also.
The donkey Is very often used as a pack animal by the people of
rural Mexico to transport their products to the markets.
^Supra, See "Transportation,** p. 23.
2
Margaret Lorlng Thomas, The BurroMoneybag (New York: Ablngdon-
Cokesbury Press, 1947), p. 10.
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Down the momtalns they wound, the aen trotting beneath
great crates of vegetables, the women loaded with gay flowers
and fruit, and here and there among them a small donkey, step^
ping along beneath his two huge packs of wood and charcoal.^
In Pedro (13), the families who were rich enough to own a donkey
would ride or load their wares on the donkey's back to take them to the
market. The others without means of transportation would eazry their
goods on their backs.
The greatest amount of contrast between the old and new Mexican
custcHns as fotmd through analysing these books of fiction is in the area
of transportation. In books transportation is not merely mentioned but
adequately treated 28 times. Thus from the abundance of material concern¬
ing transportation, it may be concluded that this information will help
the child to form a sound background pertaining to this phase of Mexican
life.
gggmatlQoa
The ancient art of making things by hand has been well preserved
in >fexlco and provides the means whereby many of the peasants derive
2their living. Although some Mexicans are ei^loyed in factories, most of
them make their products by hand in the home and sell them at markets or
fiestas,
Silversmithing vas a type of craft work which was very frequently
done in the home. For many years, Pinto's grandfather in Pinto's Joumev
(6) had maintained his livelihood from work as a silversmith. As is
^llis Credle, Mv PetPeepelo (New York* Oxford Itoiversity Press,
1948), p. 6.
2
Supra, See "Occupations,” p, 13.
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characteristic of mai^ of these Mexicans, his workshop where he made beautl
fill tourquolse and silver earrings, buttons, and bracelets was situated In
a corner of the one big living, sleeping, cooking, dining room of the house
His tools were very crude • tin snips, pliers, punches, a knife, chisel,
heavy hammer and an anvil that had been sawed from the end of a railroad
track. The jewelry that he made was traded with the other Indians who had
farms and shops for food, clothing and other necessities.
The chief occupations of Pablo*s family (lO).Vere the raising of
flowers and the making of "petates** iMch were straw mats used to sit iq>on.
Pedro's family carried both the petates and the flowers to market to sell.
In Burro's Moneybag (22), the chief occupation of the people of Pedro's
village was that of selling flowers to the train passengers when the
trains stopped briefly at the little station in the village.
In Pedro, the Angel of Olvera Street (18). Pedro liked to roam the
streets of the market place and watch the many artisans at their work.
The blacksmith, sandal, toy, pot and candle makers, glass blowers and sil¬
versmiths were among those whom he saw.
A few of the Mexicans own small plots of land on which they raise
small crops primarily for their families. This is evident in fedro (13)
where Pedro's father spent the day working in his .’Mlpa* or patch of
com. }feny other peasants continue to work on the great haciendas; how¬
ever, most of these haciendas have declined. This declination of the ha¬
ciendas is mentioned in Mv Pet Peeoelo (8). When scolding his pet turkey,
Tlvo cried, "There is a ruined hacienda there where dangerous animals lurk.
Long ago It was a great walled castle, they say, and many men worked there
for the Spanish master, but now it is all deserted. Foxes live in the
holes and wildcats hide in the broken walls.
^EaJLis Credle, ££. cit.. p. 20.
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Pottery, an ancient art which has also been preserved by the Mexi¬
can people is still a skill utilised by nany In earning a living. Pedro*s
family (13) and the other villagers of Baranja worked constantly during
the year^ making all types of pottery to take to Taxco to sell during the
fiesta.
Sugar reflialng is another Industry In which many Mexicans are en¬
gaged. Although there are some modern refineries, the cz>ude method Is
also en^loyed. In Silver Saddles (16), Flint saw Ifexlcans on a sugar plan¬
tation squatting before vats of bubbling sugar cane watching and stirring
the Juice by the light of kerosene lanqps. The sugar presses were turned
by oxen.
Charcoal burning Is still another occupation that provides gainful
employment for some of the Mexican peasants. In Burro*s Moneybag (22),
the work of the eharcoalers Is very vividly describedt
Vhen Pedro waked up the next morning he saw the men busy
clearing. In the early morning light he could see that the
sticks of wood were piled up crisscross so that the air could
move between them and not smother the flame. One man was pil¬
ing up sticks of wood, another was starting fires and watching
them closely so that they would neither go out nor burn the
wood to ashes Instead of to charcocd.
Pedro saw other men bring great lumps of sod. They banked
the sod up the outside of the piles of wood tmtll they looked
like houses with dry grass walls and roofs.-
Textile mills are rapidly replacing the hand weavers, yet there
are peasants who continue to weave by hand. The weaving man In the village
market place explained to Tlvo of ^ Pet Peepelo (8) IJiat he could not
s^ford to buy a turkey because people no longer bought his blankets as
they once had. The factories and machines made them now much faster and
more cheaply than he could.
Thomas, pp. fiH., p. 29
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It can clearly be seen by the portrayal of occupations in Juvenile
fiction on Mexico that modern developments have not drastically altered
the vays in which the people of that country earn their livelihood, Sev
eral occupations are listed in these children's books. Each parallels
the type that was mentioned in the factual background material. All but
three of the 22 books used in this stxidy mentions some type of occupation
in which the Mexicans are engaged.
Market
}ferket time in Mexico is eagerly anticipated by the peasants, for
it provides an opportunity for socializing and recreation as well as for
sellltxg their wares, the means whereby most of the Mexicans, farmers or
artisans, earn their living.^ In Pedro (13) before the sun had risen on
Sunday, people streamed into the market place from all directions. This
market which was located in the space under the arched roof extended
" around three Aides of the plaza, and there were streets leading into it
from all sides. In here the merchants of a particular skill or ^Id had
designated areas. The pottery sellers all gathered in the same place as
their families had done for years. Some had little wooden stalls on
trestles with perhaps a canvass awning on fotir poles in it if it were in
the sun. These were afforded by only the more prosperous vendors. Many
of the poorer merchants spread their goods on a piece of cloth on the
curb or pavement in the market place, ready for business.
Sunday was also market day in Burro * s Moneybag (22). Every Sun~
day, Pedro (22) and his parents Joined the long line of men and women going
Supra, See *Oeetq>atlons,” p. 13.
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to market to sell the corn that gTev In their fields and the. melons from
their papaya trees. This time, instead of being in the village sqtiars,
the market vas in a large brick square building which was divided by
cotmters into vide and nairov aisles. Pedro's mother hired a table on
which she placed her products and arranged her tomatoes into neat little
pyramids.
In Mv Pet Peenelo (8), Thursday vas market day, rather than Sun¬
day as in Pedro (13). Everybody arose early on Thursday, before the sun
vas up, put on his best clothes, and vent into the city to sell his wares
in the market place, to hear about all the events of the past week, and
to buy the commodities that were needed.
On Friday night, the villagers in Pablo's Pipe (10) made necessary
preparations so that they could start to market early pn Saturday morning.
At this market, there vere humble little puestos or shops lined along the
center of the street that bulged with colored vares. Often an organ
grinder with a trained monkey or a puppet show provided s|>eci4l attraction
for the marketers.
Next to her fiestas and holiday celebrations, Mexico's markets
are perhaps the most colorful aspect of life in that country. The markets
afford recreational and social diversion as veil as opportunity for earning
money. These facts are also revealed in the children's fiction books used
for this study. The market is a topic that receives much attention in the
books of fiction. Eighteen references made to the market of the Mexicans
are found in the 18 books that include this factor in the study.
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An analysis of the selected jnrenlle fiction books reveals that
these books treat the Isolated factors used in this study both accurately
and simply as compared vlth the factual data found in non-fiction books.
Many of the factors which are merely named in the factual material^ e.g.,
the Posada Party and the "pinata* Jar, are in the fiction books presented
in detail. This type of presentation not only affords w explanation of
the custom, but it gives a clear interpretation of it and an appreciation
of its significance.
It can be conclusively stated that these books of fiction which
represent practically every phase of Mexican life and customs are so in¬
clusive, accurate, and descriptive that they can be used effectively to
acquaint the child with the life and activities of the Mexican people.
The food and dress of the Mexican people lend themselves to more
vivid description than many of the other factors; therefore, they appear
more often and are given more thorough treatment in contrast to the custom
of siesta and the education of the people which are noi elaborated i^n.
The siesta is usually mentioned in such a way that the reader can glean
for himself some understanding of its meaning. The subject of education
is a new one in Mexico and therefore is treated only briefly in the books
of fiction.
Since these books so clearly interpret to children the life and
customs of Mexican people, some consideration should be given to their
authors to ascertain why,if possible, the author chose Mexico to write
about and the manner in which the ii^ormatlon was secured. Therefore,
Chapter IV will discuss the authors of the books, of Juvenile flctiph^^on
Mexico published from 1936 - 1949.
CHAPTER 17
AUTHORS OF JU71NILE FICTION ON MEXICAN LIFE
AND CUSTOMS PUBLISHED, 1936-1949
Brief biographical aketchea of the aurora of booka uaed in thla
atudy are included to give aome Inaight into;the notlTatlng factora un¬
derlying their Intereat in Mexico. The importance of authenticity in ma-
terlala for children InvolYlng Intercultural relatlona haa been prevloua-
ly emphaalzed in thia atudy. Therefore, the aourcea from which the auth-
ora derived their information, whether peraonal or aeeondary, play an im¬
portant part and will be indicated in thla chapter.
Charlotte Baker.—A Tezaa born daughter of an outatanding noveliat
and poet, Charlotte Baker,haa alnce early childhood alwaya wanted to be a
writer. She even hoped that aomeday ahe would not only write but alao il-
luatrate booka for children. Her training aa a teacher and artlat led to
varioua and intereating poaltiona.
MLaa Baker went from Texaa to Arizona, Oregon, Indiana, and numeroua
other placea teaching, forming friendahipa and gaining new experlencea that
eventually aerved aa the basla for her flrat novel for young people, Hope
Hacienda. She haa written for adults alao, but among her outatanding child-
rents booka are A Sombrero For Miss Brown and Necessary_Nellie (2), all of
which stem from her deep knowledge and love for Mexican-Amerlcan children
with whom she spent many enjoyable hours and had many memorable experiences
in the state of Texas. In Necessary Nellie (2), Charlotte Baker realized
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her life-long ambition to illnatrate as well as write a book for children,^
Irmengarde Eberle.—After the death of her parents, Irmengarde
Eberle left San Antonio, Texas, where she was bom and went to live with
her aunt and grandmother in the suburbs of New York* She became somewhat
interested in writing after winning an essay contest in school but later
changed her mind in favor of an art career. Tn 1937, a book of her animal
stories was published, and she then decided to devote all of her time to
writing for children and young people. The Very Good Neighbors (9) which
was the Junior Literary Guild Selection in 1945 was based on the story of
a lovable Mexican family that settled in Texas. Other incidents were drawn
from Miss Eberle*8 memoirs of her days in San Antonio where she was very
o
familiar with Mexican immigrants and the location where the story occurs.
Marlorle Flack.—This author gives credit for her enjoyable child-
rents books to the places where she has lived and the children of these
places, who usually provide the plots and characters for her stories. Like
most writers of juvenile books, she was avidly interested in writing and
books during her childhood. Most of her books have developed from observa¬
tion of the place in which she was living at the tlmej therefore, her back¬
ground of travel and acquaintance with many different areas of the country
qualify her to write on the subject of Mexico for children which she does
in Podro (13)* Her husband Karl Larsson, the artist, very beautifully il-
' '
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lustrates this informative little story about life and customs in Mexico.
^Letter from the Juvenile Editor, Goward-McCann Co., New York, July 8,
1952.
^Tmengarde.Eberle*Wilson Library Bulletin. Yol. 21 (New York:
H. W. Wilson Co., 1946), p. 204.
^S. W. Kunit* and Howard Haycroft, The Junior Book of Authors (New
York: H. W. Wilson Co., 1951), p. 109.
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Laura jldams Armer.—SaeramentOf California was the birthplace of
Laura Adams Armer. She attended school in San Francisco where her genuine
interest in all peoples was promoted by her daily contact with children
of many nationalities. This interest continued even after she was forced
to withdraw from public school when her health waned. Very early in her
childhood, Laura Adams Armer became fascinated by a Chinese family who
lived hear her home. When she grew older she devoted much of her time to
the study of Chinese art and syabolism.* She often recalled the almond-
eyed, smooth skinned Chinese children and attributes to this her later in¬
terest and study of Indian children. In her autobiography, Laura Adams
Armer says tha*^ ^Japanese paper parasols, vied with Mexican pottery to
create a world of fantasy for a little girl of New England ancestry."^
Her Intense study of the life and folklore of Mexico renders her
capable of writing about this subject for chlldreh. In her stories as in
Forest Pool (1), her Imagination, which she uses advantageously, is clear¬
ly Interwoven with the actual traditions and lore of the country. Among
the many successful books written by Laura Adams Armer are Dark Circle of
Branches and Waterless ^fountain which won the Newbery Medal^ in 1931.^
Jerrold and Lorraine Beim.—These two people form an exceptional
husband and wife team. They both were Interested in writing for many
^B. E. Mahony, L. P. Lattlmer, and Beulah Folmsbee, Illustrators
of Children*s Books (Boston* The Horn Book, Inc., 1947), p. 268.
^he Newbery Medal is the gift of Frederic G. Melcher, editor of
Publishers' Tfeeklv, and is named for John Newbery, an eighteenth-century
bookseller and publisher, who has been called the father of children's
literature. The annual award for the "most distinguished Juvenile book
written by a citizen or resident of the United States and published dur¬




years before they embarked upon successful careers as author-illustrators
of literature for children and young people. Lorraine and Jerrold Beim
Journeyed to Mexleo where they Intensely observed the customs and charac¬
teristics of the Mexicans. Later they recorded their observations in a
highly successful book for children called The,Burro That Had A Nama (5).
They have written many books - together and Independently. ^Lorraine*8
most famous book is Triumph Clear \Mch she wrote while recuperating from
a tragic accident that left her an invalid for four years. Others of her
books are Hurry Back and AHee«a Vumilv. Jerrold Beim also has several
successful books to his credit. Andv and the School Bus and The Smallest
Boy In ,^bs,01asa are among them.^
Leo Pollti.—Leo Politi is probably one of the most qtialified
writers on the subject of Mexican life and customs for children, especial¬
ly those of Ifexlcan-imerleans. He was born in Fresno, California, and al¬
though he traveled to Italy and received some of his formal education
there, he returned to California, where he lived on Olvera Street in San
Francisco and wrote the enjoyable children's bookb based primarily on life
on Olvera Street, for idilch he became famous.
Politi had always admired the people of Latin America, their arts
and great ancient civilizations; therefore, when the Children’s Book Editor
of Scribner’s suggested that he write a California series, he enthusiastic¬
ally responded with Pedro, the Angel.of Olvera Street (18) which he both
ii
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wrote and Illustrated. In 1949> he was awarded the Caldecott Medal for
^Ibid., p. 24. ^
^he Caldecott Medal, also a gift of Frederic G. Ifelcher, is de¬
signed for the best picture book of the year. It is liamed for Rudolph
Caldecott, the great English illustrator of the nineteenth century whose
name is linked with the beginning of the modern era of good picture books
for children. The award is made at the annual meeting of the American
Library Association.
Song_of t>|a StfAllows (17), another of the California series. Politi has
been successful in vrltlng about Mexican children because of his personal
knowledge of their vast treasure of tradition and rich heritage. His
books embody the warm, simple, earthly things of life so yaluable In mold¬
ing healthy clear concepts of life in bur children of today.^
Katherine Viemore Eyre.—The love for books-that was begun in her
childhood by her exposure to an excellent home library Inspired Katherine
Vlgmore Eyre to put her Ideas on paper and share them with others even
after her children were growing up. California bom and reared, Katherine
Eyre Is now an established author with more than five Juvenile books to
her credit. In Star In the Willows (11), the story of the friendship of
two little girls, one Mexican and the other ^American, and their life on
a Mexican ranch, Eyre displays her extensive knowledge of Mexico, which
2
is practically her next door neighbor.
Ruth Sawyer.—Unlike many of the ether writers of children's books
Ruth Sawyer claimed no particular fondness and ambition for writing during
early years of her childhood. However, as she grew older, a love of lis¬
tening, storytelling and finally putting her ideas down on paper was in¬
stilled In her by a childhood nurse to whom she attributes her later In¬
spiration of traveling to many countries collecting data for her folktales
She Is a person who has traveled widely and knows well the life, customs
of folklore of the people Into whose cotaatrles she has ventured« Her
The Least One (19),. a Mexican folktale is one of the many folktales which
^S. W. Kunita and Howard Haycroft, The Junior Book_of_Authors
(New Tork: H. W. Wilson Co., 1951), p. 247.
^therine Wlgmore Evre.^Wllson Library Bulletin^ Vol. 24 (New
York: H. V. Wilson Co., 1948), p. 202.
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she has collected. Other books of Ruth Sawyer*s are The Var of The Story-
i&UsC and This Wav to Christmas.^
Laura Bannon.—Laxira Bannon*s career background is that of an ar¬
tist and after traveling extensively in Mexico, Peru and Japan, she began
to Illustrate childrents books. Later she tried her skill at writing, to
^ch she now devotes her time exclusively. Her Interest and knowledge
of the life and customs of the Mexican people which she simply and color¬
fully exemplifies in Manuela^s Birthday (3) and Watchdog (4) are the re-
2
suit of her visits to that country and contact with the people,
Wilfred S. Bronson.—Wilfred Bronson exhibited talent in paihting
and drawing at an early age. He was especially proficient in sketching
animals and people. At a camp in the north wood, Bronson became acqrudnted
with Indians who later provided the theme for one of his most enthusiastic¬
ally received children's books, Pinto's Journey (6), Bronson traveled
extensively and had mai^ interesting and unusual jobs,which he incor¬
porated into the text of his books. Among Bronson's other books are Pad-
3
dlSMiagg and Pollvwiggle.
Ellis Credlq.—^While in grade school in Hyde County, North Caro-
lina, Ellis Credle began writing and illustrating her own stories. The
first of her books was called Adventures on A Desert Island and her second
The Fairy Princess In A-Glass Case^ An Absolutely True Story. These titles
alone should serve as some indication of the degree of imagination that
Miss Credle employs in her writing for children, much to their delight.
^Kunitz, fip, eit., p. 267,
^Ssid., p. 48.
3
Mahoney, gp, sit., p, 305.
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Her first published book, Dowif Down the Mountain portrays the everyday
life of the children whom she taught in a small mountain town in the Blue
Ridge Mountains, Mv Pet Peepelo (8) is her contribution of Mexican litera¬
ture for children and is based on her travel experiences and research on
the subject. In her books, illustrations form an Important part of the
story, in fact, Ellis Cradle seems to have the gift of telling a story
that actually holds attention of children and yet is an artistic unit.^
Frances Eliot.—Frances Eliot's childhood was spent in Cambridge
Massachusetts. She attended exclusive schools in New England and developed
in early childhood a sincere interest in books and people. Aa she grew
older, she began to feel that the knowledge and understanding that lead
to good relationships and friendship would be the things that she would
exemplify in her books for children.
To present to children a picture of boys and girls beyond their
immediate environment was the purpose of Pablo's Pipe (10). Eliot visited
Mexico, collected data from observation and filled her sketch book with
fascinating scenes of the country. The data and scenes were used as ma¬
terial for ea^Q’8
Berta and Elmer Hader^—Berta and Elmer Hader are another husband
and wife team who write and Illustrate children's books. Berta Hader
was born in Mexico but moved away with her parents while she was still
an Infant. Throxighout school Berta Hader always enjoyed art and drawing
courses more than any others and was given private lessons by an artist-
friend of her mother. Her choice of a career was indefinite until after
p. Bl,
Slahoney, eit.y p. 305.
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attending the school of Journalism at the Unlyerslty of Washington she met
and married a fellow artist, Elmer Hader. Elmer Rader was born In Pajaro,
California but his family moved to San Francisco vdien he was quite young.
His talent In art von for him scholarships which he used to study abroad.
When he returned to the United States, he married Berta Hader and they
established a very successful career together. They both have traveled
extensively and are considered authorities on books about other peoples
for children. Their Pancho (15) is an outstanding example of the under¬
standing with which they write and Illustrate stories for children.^
Covelle Newcomb.—Covelle Newoomb*s first literary venture was on
the newspaper staff of her grandfather, James Pearson Newcomb, %dio served
as secretary of state under the administration of Gk>vernor Davis of Texas,
ifter an unsuccessful teaching career. Miss Newcomb ventured into writing
for children as a career. Her Red. Hat^ the biography of Cardinal Newman,
von the Downey Medal for the beat book of the year written for American
children In the Catholic tradition. Her life and acquaintance with the
Mexicans in Texas and even across the border make her capable of writing
on the subject of Mexican-American relations which she ably does In Silver
Saddles (16).^
CharHa Mav Simon.—During her early teens in Montlcello, Arkansas,
Charlie May Simon attempted to have a novel published but was unsuccessful
and changed her ambition from that of author to artist. She studied art
In the United States and abroad. Much later In her life she renewed her In¬




published* Encouraged by this turn of events she ventured again to vrlte
a novel, Robin On the Mountain which was her first published book. Her
travel experiences enabled her to vrlte with a warm touch that did not
lack reality which Is indicated In Podo*s Miracle (20), her story of an
honest little Mexican boy and his search for the owner of a lost burro.^
Margaret Lorlng Thomas.--tfargaret Lorlng Thonas presents authentic
naterial in her book for children on Mexico, The Burrows Moneybag (22)
iMch will contribute imensely to the understanding of Ifexlean children
by American youth who probably would never, except through books, be ex>
posed to the culture of Mexico. Margaret Thonas has traveled extensively
in Central and South American countries and established lasting friend¬
ships with children and families. She exhibited special Interest in their
homes, schools, play, and other aspects of their life which information
2
she includes in her book.
Summary
All of the authors of the books in this study are Americans, yet
each has so colorfully used every figment of his imagination and knowledge
of Mexico to depict Mexican life and customs to children. Evidence points
to the fact that the majority of these authors, actually visited Mexico to
secure the data for their books. Others who are in a minority derived
their information from vicarious sources; hoover, each has presented life
and etistoms in Mexico with such a high degree of authenticity, that child¬
ren can obtain copious information from rea^ng these books.
^"Charlie May Simon," Hilson Library Bulletin’. Vol. 20 (New Torkx
H. W. Wilson Co., 1946), p. 636.
^ference Librarian, Atlanta Public Library, Atlanta, Georgia,
Juno 20, 1952. ~
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Many of these writers began as illustrators but for Tarious reasons
began writing and illustrating their own books for children, iaong the
authors in this study, there are two husband-wife teaas who ^ave wery suo->
eessfully collaborated on writing and illustrating Juvenile books, Berta
and Elmer Hader and Lorraine and Jerrold Beim. The degree to which these
writers of materials for children have been successful in their undertake
Ings is indicated by those among them who have won distinguished literary
awards. Leo Pollti was awarded the coveted Caldecott Ifedal by the imerican
Llbrazy Association and Govelle Newcomb received the Downey Medal for the




This sttidy has attempted to indicate the extent to which Mexican
life and customs are aeeuratelj portrayed in books of jtjxenile fiction and
to ascertain vba.t concepts and opinions children might possibly form as a
result of reading these books, from, an examination of the selected books
and a comparison of the content of each book with similar factual data)
significant conclusions have been drawn.
The fiesta is^one of the identifying characteristics of the >fexi-
can people. The gay abandonment and enthusiasm with which the people en¬
ter into the celebrations of their holidays are depicted in these Juvenile
books of fiction. Some type of festivity or celebration is discussed 28
times in 16 of the 22 books included in the study.
Mexican food is distinctly different from that of many other coun¬
tries, The interesting methods of preparation and the types of foods
conuBonly used are cited more than any other factor used to analyze the con¬
tents of books in this study. In 398 times that the Isolated factors oc¬
curred in the total of 22 books, 90 of them were devoted to the subject of
Mexican food.
Although Mexican dress is simple and consistent throughout the
country, it is nevertheless colorful and comfortable. Descriptions of
everyday dress of the Mexicans, dress for special occasions and dress of
the children were discussed in 18 of the books, as compared with the fiesta
idilch also occurred in 16 of the 22 books. References were made to dress
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59 times. Only three books, however, cited dress more freqtiently than
any other item discussed. These books were Silver Saddles (16), foppys
Miracle (20), and Xbg Bigrg.li.M9PSi]?ag (22) (see Table 1).
Formal education in Mexico is a fairly recent development, and
very little infoirmation of this type is included in these books. One book.
The Yillafe That Learned To .Read (21) described education in more detail
than ai^ other does. Six of the other books cite some aspect of education
eight times.
Mexican architecture is as distinctively portrayed as the food and
dress of these people. The adobe houses, the beautiful cathedrals and mls*>
slons are described repeatedly. Ho contrast of Mexican homes and old muni**
cipal buildings with new Mexico, her sky scrapers, and modern buildings is
in these books. The number of times that references are made to her ar¬
chitecture totals 51 times and this factor is included in 20 of the books.
Religion is a controversial subject and is dealt with hesitatingly
by most writers| therefore, this perhaps is the reason that more attention
is not given to this factor in the books of juvenile fiction used in this
study. However, rell^on does appear 16 times in 8 of the 22 books and
the citations signify their belief in Catholicism as wall as their cleavage
to many of their ancient pagan ideas.
The Mexican market is as colorful as her fiestas and in many of the
books they are interwoven equally as colorfully. The market distinctly
appears in oxily 12 of the books analyzed in tills study and is treated 18
4
times, but the descriptions and details are so vividly presented that re¬
presentation of this factor is adequate.
Although the physical features and climate of Mexico are Important,
a limited part of the content of ^e books is devoted to the treatment of
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theia.' Tho child nay, hovcTer, derive sone Information about each of these
factors from 14 of the 22 books^ but not In detail* This factor appears a
total of 51 times In all the books.
The contrasts In old and new modes of transportation utilized la
Mexico are Indicated by treatment of this factor a total of 28 times and
Its Inclusion In 14 of the 22 books.
Occupations asiong the Mexican people are mainly farming and handi¬
crafts which Is Indicated In 18 books. Other occupations are Included In
the 45 times that varying occupations appear throughout the selected groiq>
of books.
Siesta, an old Mexican custom that has been discontinued but which
Is still associated with the country,Is evident In five of the books and
Is mentioned only briefly five times. The custom or the significance of
the siesta Is e:q>lalned In neither of the books In vddeh the factor Is
cited.
The most prolific writers on the subject of Mexican life and cus¬
toms for children are Leo Polltl and Laura Bannon, both of whoa are more
qualified to treat this subject due to their travel experience In Mexico
and their first hand observation of the life there. JLlthough their books
are brief and written primarily for the very young child, they accurately
portray the Mexican customs with which they are concerned. These two
writers usually confine themselves to a specific custom or area of Mexican
life and deal with It thoroughly. This Is not true of all the authors.
Several others, as Lorlng Thomas, Charlie May Simon and Covelle Newcomb,
3&ake an attempt to include mai^ aspects of Mexican life in a single book.
In Necessary,Nellie (2), the fewest of the isolated factors appear.
Only four of the factors used In this study are treated. This may be
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attributed to the simple plot of the story and the setting of the story.
Popo*a Miracle (20), includes all of the factors used In this
study for determining the Talidity of the portrayal of Mexican life and
customs. The child may derire a picture adequate for a general knowledge
and understanding of the life and customs of Mexico, although they are in¬
terwoven with a folk tale. The Isolated factors appear 398 times and
food is the item treated most prollflcally.
The largest number of the books of juvenile fiction on Mexican life
and ctistoms used in tide study were published during the year 1948. At
this time, four were printed, one more than in 1946. Before this time not
more than two had been released during any of the years between the 1936-
1949 period. In 1937 and 1940 there were no books published on this sub¬
ject for children (see Table 2).
The Macmillan Company published more of the books on Mexican life
and customs for children used in this study than any other single publisher.
The ethers were distributed among 12 publishers, none of whom published
more than two books on this subject between 1936 and 1949.
Most of the fiction books used in this study are recommended for
children in grades three through five (see Table 3). It may be assumed
that the reasons underlying this trend is that children at this grade level
are beginning to embark upon the study of geography and to become interested
in people and places outside their personal and immediata environment.
Their vocabulary also has expanded do that they are able to read and com*
prehend to a greater degree.
Because of the adequacy, accuracy and detailed manner in which
life and customs of Mexicans are portrayed, each of these books included
in the study could be recommended to the child to si:q)plement his knowledge
of Mexicans or to introduce the group to them.
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It Is obvious from tho number of books available on this subject
that the publication of this type of material has been very limited. Be-
cause of the great Iz^lUenee that books of this quality may have upon the
child's attitude toward this group of people, more books portraying Mexican
life In even more detail are still needed.
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TABLE 1
PREDOMINANT ELEMENTS AND FREQUENCT WITH WHICH
EACH OCCURS IN THE JUVENILE FICTION
BOOKS PORTRAIING MEXICAN LIFE AND
CUSTOMS PUBLISHED, 1936-1949
Books Holidaysand Celebrations Religion{ «"n1 oHPi Food Architecture Market| Phys.Features andClimate Siesta1 Transportation|
1Occupations L Total1
Sonff of the Swallows. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Forest Pool 2 1 2
Necessary HeUie __ Jr ? 1 1 6
Manuela*s Birthday ? 3 1 6
Watchdog 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 11
The Burro That Had A Name 1 1 1 1 1 3
Pinto*s Journey 1 1 5 2 2 12
Pito*s Hotise 1 2 1 1 5
My Pet Peepelo 3 2 3 3 5 2
-
2 2 22
The Very Good Neighbors 1 ? 1 1 1 7
Pablo»s Pipe 1 3 2 1 2 1 2 12
Star in the Willows 1 1 2 4 1 1 1 11
Fiesta Colt 1 1 2 3 ? 1 1 1 1?
Pedro 1 2 1 5 4 2 4 3 3 25
Angelo the Naughty One 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 8
Pancho 1 1 1 2 1 6
Silver Saddles 2 3 10 13 4 T 4 3 5
Pedro, the Angel of Olvera Street 1 1 2 1 1 1 7
The Least One 3 4 2 5 2 1 8 1 5 31
Popovs Miracle ? ? 12 1 16 ? 4 10 3 6 6?
The Village That Learned to Read 2 4 3 8 5 1 8 1 4 5 a
The Burro *s ^neybag 1 10 1 11 5 2 4 1 4 4 43
Total 28 16 59 8 90 51 18 51 5 28 45 398
TABLE 2
PUBLISHERS AND NUMBER OF JUVENILE FICTION BOOKS ON MEXICAN
LIFE AND CUSTOMS PUBLISHED EACH TEAR, 1936-1949
Years of Publications
ruoxisners
1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 19U 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 Total
Abington-Cokesbury X 1
Covard-)fcCann X 1
Dutton X X 2
Harcoixrt, Brace X 1
Houghton-Mifflin X 1
Junior Literary Gtiild X 1
Longmans, Green X X 2




Oxford X X 2
Rinehart X 1
Scribner X X 2
Viking X X 2
Whitman XX 2
Total 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 4 1 22
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TABLE 3
GRADE LE7ELS OF JWENILE FICTION BOOKS PORTRAYING
MEXICAN LIFE AND CUSTOMS PUBLISHED FROM 1936-1949







ALPHABETICAL LIST OP JWENILE FICTION BOOKS PORTRAYING
MEXICAN LIFE AND CUSTOMS PUBLISHED, 1936-1949, AND
RECOMMENDED READING LEVEL OF EACH
(1) Anaer, Laura AdaffiS. The Forest Pool. New York: LongmanA, Green
and Co., 1938. (2-4)
(2) Baker, Charlotte. Neeeaaarr Nellie. New York* Coward-McCann, Inc.,
1945. (3-5)
(3) Bannon, Laura. Manuela*8 Birthday. Chicago: Albert Vhitman and
Co., 1948. (1-3)
(4) Bannon, Laura. Watchdog. Chicago* Albert Whitman and Co., 1948. (2-4)
(5) Beim, Lorraine, and Beim, Jerrold. The Burro That Had A Name. New
York* Haroourt, Brace and Co., 1939. (2-3)
(6) Bronson, Wilfred, PintQ«a JoTirney. New York* Julian Messner, Inc,
1948. (3-5)
(7) Bryan, Catherine, and Madden, Mabra. Pinto*s House. New York* The
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APPEHDIX II
DESCRIPTIVK ANNOTATIONS OF JUVENILE FICTION BOOKS
PORTRAYING MEXICAN LIFE AND CUSTOMS,
AND PUBLISHED, 1936-1949
Amer, Laura Adana. Forest Pool Two small Mexican boys have de¬
lightful experiences in captur¬
ing the Iguana, a lisardlike an¬
imal in the tropical forest of
Mexico.
Baker, Charlotte Necessary Nellie A family of Mexican-American
children liring near an old
Spanish Mission in Texas, vith
' the help of their dog Nellie,
discover a lost treasure.
Bannon, Laura Manuela«s Birthday Manuela*s vish for an American'
doll is granted on her birthday
vhen her friends surprise her
vith a gay little celebration.
Bannon, Laura Watchdog Pedro experiences the excite¬
ment of the Ifexican Indepen¬
dence Day celebration and also
acquires for hiiuself a new pet.
Beim, Jerrold and Beim,
Lorraine Ibg,BVttr9,. TbftlJad
AJiSDS.
Chucho names his pet donkey,
much to the amusement of the
villagers who had never before







Pinto braves the dangers that
lurk in the wilderness of the,
mountains to find tourquoise so
that his grandfather might con¬
tinue his occupation as a sil¬
versmith.
Weary of his vife*s nagging
for a larger house. Pito ap¬
peals to the Padre for advice.
Although his directions seem
absurd. Pito follows them and
emerges from the difficulty
successfully.
Tlvo visits the market with his
parepts pnd sees Sony,new and
interesting things ns he attempts













A lovable family of Mexicans
encounter much difficulty as
they attempt to establish a
home In Texas until a sympa**
thetle American comes to their
rescue.
Pablo, a little Mexican boy
supports his family by playing
his pipe In the market place
vlth a group of minstrels.
S^ar.. la Ihff Wlllpyg Nlta, a little Mexican girl
yhoBB aunt and uncle work for
an ^rlean rancher, forms a
stalwart friendship with Iioulse
idiose father owns the ranch and
together they have many plea-*
sant experiences.
Fiesta Colt A mystery story envolvlng a
valuable Palomino colt Is
solved by Ramon, a little Mex-
lean boy and Christy, his
American friend.
Pedro This story Is centered around
the Fiesta of Saint Guadaltqpe
and the adventures of Pedro
In the town of Taxeo.
Angelo Is so afraid of water
that he has to be pursuaded to
bathe even for his sister*s
wedding. Uhen at last he con¬
quers his fear he Is re-named
Angelo the Brave One.
Paneho Ali of the men In the village
tried, to no avail, to capture
the ferocious bull that had
coaxed Don Fernando*s herd away,
little Paneho Is accidentally
ftiecessful and wins the fabulous
reward.
Silver Saddles Flint, the son of an imerlean
rancher In Mexico has many ex¬
citing and dangerous adventures
when returning to his father's









Pedrof the Angel of The Posada, the traditional
Olvera Street Mexican Christas celebration
is led by Pedro on Olvera
Street, which is located in a
little Mexican settlement in
Los Angeles.
Song of the Swallows The children of the village of
Capistrano in California anti¬
cipate the return of the swal¬
lows and celebrate the occasion
with a fiesta.
The Least One Paco's beloved little donkey is
lost but is returned vhen Paco
continues to have ardent faith
in San Francisco, the protector
of all animals.
Simon, Charlie Hay Popo's Miracle
Tarshis, Elisabeth Kent The Village That
L^flTBgd to, Bsad
A little Mexican boy ^o liked .
to draw found a donkey and went
to much trouble to locate its
owner who in return gave Paco
lessons in painting and drawing.
Pedro persistent in his desire
to become a bull fighter instead
of attending school almost
thwarted the plan of the village
of Benito Juares to celebrate
with a fiesta when every child
in the village had learned to
read.
Thomas, Margaret Loring The Burro's Moneybag I^dro longing for a donkey of
his own becomes a reality when
he saves enough of his earnings.
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